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Abstract 

Climate change policies present multiple quandaries to the field of public policy and science 

studies. Despite the prevalent scientific consensus, approaches demonstrate great heterogeneity. 

With one side advocating for the facticity of climate change and a pro-active stance, while the 

other argues about negative economic trade-offs, viewpoints diverge. Between controversy and 

risk, and consensus and trust, deliberations on how to mitigate and adapt to the impacts of cli-

mate change remain polarized. This essay compares the politics and divergent styles of climate 

change policymaking adopted in the EU and US. It hypothesizes whether the EU’s technocratic 

system of governance, when compared to the US populist system, is more conducive to evi-

dence-based scientific climate policies. Followed by an analysis of the drivers and deterrents of 

policy that set apart the approaches of each polity, it is concluded that notwithstanding the prom-

inent scientific dimension of climate change, as a policy problem, climate is also an inescapably 

political matter. Rather than deeming one polity as inherently more likely to base policies on sci-

entific evidence, it is concluded that both controversy and consensus are co-produced by a com-

bination of the following: propitious institutional conditions, a degree of political backing, and 

the ability which policymakers have of fomenting trust by reducing policy options and agreeing 

on a common core of measures. In the specific case of climate change, the EU’s democratic defi-

cit acts as a conduit promoting the calibration of inter-institutional and supranational alignments. 

Conversely, the US populist ethos foments controversy and a fight about the meaning and impli-

cations of climate change. 
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1. Introduction 

 
 

Attitudes to science range all the way form uncritical admiration at one extreme, through 
distrust, resentment, and envy, to denigration and outright hostility at the other. We are con-
fused about what science can and what it can’t do, and about how it does what it does; about 
how science differs from literature or art; about whether science is really a threat to religion; 
about the role of science in society and the role of society in science. And we are ambivalent 
about the value of science. We admire its theoretical achievements, and welcome technolog-
ical developments that improve our lives; but we are disappointed when hoped-for results 
are not speedily forthcoming, dismayed when scientific discoveries threaten cherished be-
liefs about ourselves and our place in the universe, distrustful of what we perceive as scien-
tists’ arrogance or elitism, disturbed by the enormous cost of scientific research, and disillu-
sioned when we read of scientific fraud, misconduct, or incompetence. 

Susan Haack, Defending Science – Within Reason, 2003, p. 17 
 
One of the key expectations about science is that it can speak authoritatively about nature, ex-

plain causal relations with human enterprise, and the physical consequences of this interaction. 

Science and scientists are seen as offering something different to public life: an apolitical lens, a 

disinterested viewpoint independent from the caprice of politics. And yet, decision-making in 

technically complex policy areas where scientific reasoning and public interest interface appears 

riddled with controversy and skepticism. This paradox feeds the perception of a war on science 

(National Geographic, 2015), or of a generalized feeling of distrust in science as an institution 

and scientists as its practitioners. Between these conflicting portraits and contrasting narratives, 

the rapport between science and democracy has given origin to multiple political dilemmas 

(Kitcher, 2011) that currently confront Western systems of government. 

With impacts both on the processes of public deliberation and policymaking, scientific 

evidence has become central in the management of the risks and uncertainty ubiquitous to con-

temporary political life. The central aim of this essay is to observe how science and politics in-

teract in climate change policies in the European Union (EU) and the United States (US). With 

the goal of contributing to comparative literature on climate change policy, the analysis is framed 

from the angle of science studies and represents an interdisciplinary effort to combine policy 

studies with the field of Science, Technology and Society (STS). With the purpose of deepening 

the range of perspectives that inform climate policy debates, I explore the potential that STS 

scholarship holds in terms of its theoretical and empirical contribution to the field of public poli-
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cy. In particular, I focus on the political role that scientific knowledge can play in policymaking, 

and how science can both serve to drive and deter climate change policy. Additionally, I resort to 

the National Research Council (2012) evidence-influenced model (2002) of public policy, and 

Sheila Jasanoff’s co-production framework (2005; 2004). These perspectives are used to concep-

tually anchor the analysis by challenging the adherence to the liner model of evidence-based pol-

icy and frame the differing approaches to climate change policy adopted on both sides of the At-

lantic.  

Through a comparative focus on climate change policies in the EU and in the US, I inves-

tigate how the EU’s1 technocratic governance compares to the American populist model in terms 

of its policy process and respective policy outputs. Resorting to content analysis of official poli-

cy documents and the mapping of existing climate legislation, I aim to understand why, in spite 

of systematic reports by climate scientists (e.g. IPCC) that climate change is man-made and rep-

resents a real policy problem, the EU and the US have differed both in their approaches to policy 

and attitudes to the scientific basis. My focus is principally set on the institutional apparatus of 

both polities, and how these may impact the predisposition to legislate and launch policy initia-

tives in the face of inductive risks and scientific uncertainty. As such, my aim is neither to 

demonstrate the truthfulness of scientific claims about anthropogenic climate, nor to debunk 

them. Rather, my interest lies with analyzing the policy debate, and how climate change is either 

construed or dismissed by policymakers as a collective and common action policy problem.  

Although science appears at the center of these contested public and political disputes, 

the preeminence of technical quarrels does not necessarily reflect scientific uncertainty. Instead, 

science appears as a smokescreen – both a proxy and a trump card for ulterior debates about 

competing value systems. Given this wickedness and ubiquity of climate change as a technosci-

entific problem, I do not postulate to provide complete answers. The interconnected nature of a 

problem that is e.g. both global as well as local, economical as well as political, and technical as 

well as emotional is both far too vast, and far too complex for the ambitions of any one single 

approach. Instead, I focused on the science-policy interface as my analytical anchor, and used the 

                                                             
1 For the purposes of this paper “European” will be used interchangeably with EU, as shorthand. I do not intend to postulate that 
all European Union member states hold aligned positions – an assertion that would be false – but simply aim to acknowledge that 
there is a considerable degree of supranational delegation in the area of climate policy and thus, a common European climate 
change policy approach.    
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contrast between democratic populism and technocracy to assess their dialectical interactions. As 

such, carrying out the analysis implied necessary choices and strict delimitations. The combined 

effect of time constraints and a macro level comparative focus on a national and a supranational 

case, did not allow a greater level of detail to important components found both at the meso and 

micro level. For instance, it was not possible to assess in more detail intra-institutional debates 

(e.g. Congressional records), or the influence of industry, lobbying, and party interests in climate 

policy-making. Impeded by this focus on macro structures, the analysis focuses on science not as 

a determinant, but a variable for decision-making. 

Among a range of technically complex science-based policy disputes, climate change 

constitutes a problem of particular wickedness2 (Rittel and Weber, 1973) for scientists and poli-

cymakers alike.  It is in this context that acquiring a better understanding of the factors that ex-

plain why the two Western polities reason about the same evidence in such dissimilar ways is of 

crucial importance. In order to examine these differences in modes of reasoning, the analysis 

starts by focusing on the institutional milieu and administrative structures that frame their specif-

ic deliberative styles. Once these scaffoldings are weighed, the analysis proceeds to focus on 

how they propitiate very distinctive political cultures that potentiate consensus building, or a 

controversy driven agenda. In addition to investigating how governmental institutions drive 

and/or deter climate policy, the analysis also considers their impact on shaping policy discourses, 

assessing the sufficiency of evidence, and how each polity finds common ground and ways to 

settle on inductive risks.   

A preliminary look at the two case studies immediately detects a difference in administra-

tive structures and systems of government. While the EU is a supranational polity of democratic 

countries administered by a technocratic system of governance; the US is a national unit with a 

federal system of government premised on a strong populist ethos. As such, while the EU exem-

plifies an elitist, top-down, technically oriented and enclosed system of governance; the Ameri-

can system of government hinges on a bottom-up technocratic dynamic of civic engagement, 
                                                             
2 “Wicked” problems are complex, persistent, and difficult or even perhaps even impossible to solve. According to Rittel and 
Weber (1973),)) “The search for scientific bases for confronting problems of social policy is bound to fail, because of the nature 
of these problems. They are "wicked" problems, whereas science has developed to deal with “"tame" problems. Policy problems 
cannot be definitively described. Moreover, in a pluralistic society there is nothing like the undisputable public good; there is no 
objective definition of equity; policies that respond to social problems cannot be meaningfully correct or false; and it makes no 
sense to talk about "optimal solutions" to social problems unless severe qualifications are imposed first…there are no "solutions" 
in the sense of definitive and objective answers.” (p. 155) 
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transparency and direct responsiveness from elected officials to the concerns of the citizenry. 

Specifically thinking of climate change policy, it is revealed from the analysis that: i) the supra-

national governance of climate change policy in the EU relies on a lengthy process of internal 

political alignment underscored by a consensus building ethos; ii) the centrality of the European 

Commission (EC), and the ideal of an apolitical and stable civil service moving the administra-

tive process forward, propitiates the predominance of a technical definition of climate; and there-

fore also iii) the adherence to an expert-based definition of acceptable risk. In addition, iv) the 

protracted internal process of calibration between national, institutional, and sectoral viewpoints, 

not only hinders the transposition of contentiousness into the public debate; v) it also encourages 

alliances between the political agenda of national elected officials (Council and Parliament rep-

resentatives), and the Commission’s proposed legislation and policies. Lastly, vi) reaching 

agreements is both a political and administrative exercise. Once actors reduce the plasticity of 

policy options available – and the underlying uncertainty of the negotiation at hand – policymak-

ing becomes an administrative affair, and thus, a matter of day-to-day bureaucratic routine. Con-

versely, halting this dynamic implies major legislative reforms with treaty renegotiations, and an 

entirely new calibration of positions. 

Inversely, in the US: i) the adversarial design of the system of government into separate 

branches that constantly seek to counterbalance each other promotes rivalry between legislative, 

executive and judicial competences, and; ii) competition over agenda-setting. This not only iii) 

politicizes the role of technical expert advice, but also iv) stimulates political competition about 

the rationale, contents, and implications of climate policy. Wedged in this political process v) 

uncertainty and ambiguity foster the emergence of rival definitions of acceptable risk – thus 

feeding the competition about meaning (Stone, 2002) from where controversy surfaces. Allied 

with vi) a populist ethos and a democratic leveling of the validity of all input admitted into pub-

lic deliberation, debate becomes scientized, i.e. dominated by technical dissent and the political 

inability to reduce the amount of policy options and find a common core of jointly agreed-upon 

solutions. In spite of a technical smokescreen elevated through an instrumental use of scientific 

facts, a closer inspection reveals that controversy is only allegedly about science (Hulme, 2009).  

Contentiousness denotes tacit proxy debates between competing worldviews about the 

specifics of climate policy: its meaning, implications, and the transformations brought about. 
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These unsettled conflicts are reflected in the ideological divide3 detected by public opinion polls 

(e.g. Gallup Polls, 2015; 20144). This ideological propensity to believe in climate change – 

shown both by scientists and the public – follows a tendency demonstrated also by Congressional 

representatives and the President (section 3, also table 3). It is concluded that this prominent cor-

relation between ideology and climate change reflects the imprimatur of personal beliefs in the 

interpretation of evidence. This problem of confirmation bias calls into attention the drawbacks 

of instrumentalism, as well as other problems in using, interpreting and selecting evidence to in-

form public policy (NRC, 2012; Boswell, 2009). Overall, these patterns are coherent with the 

expectations of the populist hypothesis: the paralysis of national government in the US reflects a 

broader pattern of conflictuality and polarization that is counterbalanced by the initiative of indi-

vidual states. As such, the configuration of US climate policy conveys a paradox of populism: 

while the impasse of national policy efforts may reflect broader patters of ideological polariza-

tion, the individual initiatives upheld by States and cities maintain a modicum of popular repre-

sentation.  

These factors provide the foundation that configures the co-production of consensus and 

controversy. While in the EU the democratic deficit shields the technocratic élite from the con-

tentiousness of a populist system, the supranational transfer of climate change policymaking 

competences (Lisbon Treaty, 2009), introduces an additional protective layer against the influ-

ence of anti-climate policy advocates. In this regard, the absence of a European public sphere 
                                                             
3 According to the Climate Change Communication Project, despite the fact that 97% of peer reviewed papers by climate scien-
tists say that climate change is happening and is caused by humans; only 41% of the American public shares the same belief. In 
addition, the Pew Research Center (2015) reports also an increasing contentiousness of public attitudes about climate change over 
the past decades. In terms of beliefs about climate change, scientists and the public are separated by a 37 percent gap: 87% of 
AAAS scientist believe in anthropogenic climate change; while 9% believe it happens due to natural patterns; and 3% believe 
there is no solid evidence. Conversely, of the population of US adults surveyed, 50% believed in human induced climate change, 
23% believed it happened due to natural patterns and 25% believe there is no evidence. Gallup Polls (2014) also show considera-
ble and stable ideological divisions, both among scientists and the public with democrats more likely to believe in climate change 
than republicans (81% vs. 27%), A. Dugan, (April 22, 2015) Conservative Republicans Alone on Global Warming's Timing, 
April 22, 2015, Gallup, retrieved from: http://www.gallup.com/poll/182807/conservative-republicans-alone-global-warming-
timing.aspx?utm_source=CATEGORY_CLIMATE_CHANGE&utmandutmutm_medium=topic&utmandutmutm_campaign=tiles  
4 F. Newport and A.F., Dugan, A. (March 26, 2015) College-Educated Republicans Most Skeptical of Global Warming, Gallup, 
retrieved from http://www.gallup.com/poll/182159/college-educated-republicans-skeptical-global-
warming.aspx?utm_source=CATEGORY_CLIMATE_CHANGE&utmandutmutm_medium=topic&utmandutmutm_campaign=tiles; Dugan, 
A., (April 22, 2015), Conservative Republicans Alone on Global Warming's Timing, Gallup, Retrieved from: 
http://www.gallup.com/poll/182807/conservative-republicans-alone-global-warming-
timing.aspx?utm_source=CATEGORY_CLIMATE_CHANGE&utmandutmutm_medium=topic&utmandutmutm_campaign=tiles Newport, F., ; 
(April 4, 2014), Americans Show Low Levels of Concern on Global Warming, Gallup, retrieved from:  
http://www.gallup.com/poll/168236/americans-show-low-levels-concern-global-
warming.aspx?utm_source=CATEGORY_CLIMATE_CHANGE&utmandutmutm_medium=topic&utmandutmutm_campaign=tiles; Republi-
cans, ; Newport, F., (March, 12, 2012), Democrats Differ on Causes of Warmer Weather, Gallup, retrieved from 
http://www.gallup.com/poll/153365/republicans-democrats-differ-causes-warmer-weather.aspx  
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(Fossum and Trenz, 2006; Downey and Koening, 2006) promotes not only the national atomiza-

tion of anti-climate policy debates, but diffuses dissent by raising context specific national, lin-

guistic, and ideological barriers (e.g. energy, resource base, historical alliances). But additional-

ly, the outputs and rhetorical approaches to climate change at a supranational European level also 

reflect the existence of an underlying level of political agreement that precedes the technocratic 

policy rollout carried out by the European Commission. While EU governance is structured by a 

highly codified procedural approach, delegating legislative-executive competences to the Com-

mission bureaucracy implies undergoing a prior exercise of political alignment between national 

representatives in both the Council and the Parliament. 

1.1. Framing of the Problem, Approach, and Background 
In spite of the outspoken assertion of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) that “climate change poses risks for human and natural systems” (IPCC, 2014, p. 3), de-

cision-makers in Brussels and Washington D.C. have at least since the Kyoto ratification process 

diverged in their adherence to this idea. Such a discrepancy challenges the traditional view of 

science as purely factual, universal, and speaking truth-to-nature. But, in addition, it also defies 

the astounding 97 percent scientific consensus backing the idea that “[c]limate warming trends 

over the past century are very likely due to human activities” (NASA, 20155).  

Notwithstanding the consensus backed by multiple American scientific societies6, and 

about 200 scientific organizations worldwide7 (CA.gov, 2011), no common toolkit of solutions 

has been found. The enduring debates and controversy encircling climate change have yet to set-

tle on a minimum common denominator, much less to provide a harmonized interpretation of the 

scientific evidence and of its implications for policy. Yet, such a level of dissent seems to dis-

proportionately represent a 3 percent margin of nonconformity. What is more, it also defies the 

founding pillars of the Western political canon of the modern State (Jasanoff, 2012; 1990; Ezrahi, 

1990), which) that has inspired both the American and European traditions of government.   

                                                             
5 NASA, (2015), Consensus: 97% of climate scientists agree http://climate.nasa.gov/scientific-consensus/  
6 The American Association for the Advancement of Science (2006); the American Chemical Society; the American Geophysical 
Union (2004); the American Medical Association (2013); the American Meteorological Society (2012); American Physical Soci-
ety (2007); The Geological Society of America (2010; 2006); U.S. National Academy of Sciences (2005); the U.S. Global 
Change Research Program (2009); the IPCC (2014; 2007; 2001; 1995; 1990) 
7 Scientific Organizations That Hold the Position That Climate Change Has Been Caused by Human Action, California Gover-
nors Office of Planning and Research, retrieved from: http://opr.ca.gov/s_listoforganizations.php  
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The cognitive dissonance between the consensus shared by 97 percent and the dissent of 

only 3 percent has led climate geographer Mike Hulme to explore the reasons why people disa-

gree about climate change (2009). For Hulme, first and foremost, disagreement happens because 

climate is more than a scientific fact – a physical phenomenon susceptible to measurement, an 

object of study to be approached technically. Rather, he contends, climate is an idea. And, as an 

idea, it possesses certain plasticity, “an attribute [that] allows climate change easily to be appro-

priated in support of a wide range of ideological projects” (Hulme, 2009, p. xxviii).  

For Pielke Jr. (2005), contentiousness reflects an underlying proxy political debate. Re-

garding technical disagreement as a smokescreen, science is then utilized to substantiate disputes 

about competing value systems, political affiliations, and worldviews. With a discourse that 

seems scientific and that confusingly deploys the tools and objects of science (Akerlof, 2012; 

Lahsen, 2005; Toumey, 1996), political debate becomes inevitably scientized and science politi-

cized (Sarewtiz, 2004). For Sarewtiz and Pielke (2005) these disputes can only be settled once 

interlocutors acknowledge the political dimensions of climate policy and bring society back in. 

For that to happen, debaters must acknowledge that technical answers do not hold the keys to 

political gridlock (Sarewitz, 2004) and that climate is more than a measurable physical phenom-

enon; it is a relentless all-inclusive disruptor changing individual modi vivendi, regional socio-

economic dynamics and the configuration of international dealings (Jasanoff, 2010; Hulme, 

2009; Goodman et al., 2008; Jasanoff and Martello, 2004).  

Uncertainty and risk permeate all throughout these public knowledge-making processes 

(Jasanoff, 2005) which science is expected to enlighten. Scientists are called to provide advice 

and impart knowledge about their increasingly detailed understanding of the human-nature inter-

face (Keller, 2009). Still, even when scientists find consensus, policy action can remain a distant 

mirage (Hulme, 2009; Pielke, 2005; Sarewitz, 2004). How can it be understood that in spite of 

the 97% consensus (NASA, 2015)  major disputes have calcified to great political and polarizing 

effect? Here lies the heart of what has been called the problem of integration: how to decide 

knowing that “[e]ven when scientists, politicians and publics agree on the basic principles and 

most robust findings of climate science, there is still plenty of room for disagreement about what 

the implications of that science are for action” (Rayner, 2009, p. xxii; see also Fisher, 2000).  
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For Jasanoff (2010) and Hulme (2009), climate change brings about not only the chal-

lenge of building scientific consensus as the IPCC proposes to accomplish, but also fuels a fight 

about meaning (also Stone, 2002). While trying to fully grasp the consequences, and realize both 

the short and long-term effects, citizens are brought into an unprecedented deliberative effort. 

Operating on new scalar dimensions (Jasanoff, 2010; Hulme, 2009), citizens and decision-

makers are forced to accommodate new ways of conceiving their interaction with nature, their 

impact on climate and to conceptualize an unsettled future (Hulme 2009; Goodman et al., 2008). 

The crux of the climate policy problem rests at this juncture. Forced to accommodate the tech-

nical with the political, societies deliberate on climate from the exclusive vantage point of their 

civic epistemologies (Jasanoff, 2005). Equipped with specific institutions, constitutional struc-

tures and political culture, each polity debates, deliberates, and decides specifically. Vested with 

unique institutional configurations, deliberative styles, political culture, and expectations about 

the appropriate behavior of political delegates, both polities find different ways of settling risks 

and vetting scientific claims. It is against this backdrop that consensus and controversy are co-

produced and not merely bestowed by scientists to decision-makers. It is also against this back-

drop that climate change policymaking must be understood. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1. Evidence-based policy: Science in politics and policy 
According to Funtowitcz et al (2000), science and policy can interact in two principal 

manners. Politics can buttress science by supporting scientific infrastructure and programs; or it 

may seek the knowledge of experts to inform decision-making on political and administrative 

matters. While the first category is out of the scope of this essay, the latter informs both its re-

search program and analytical focus. Strategically, the approach delineated sets out to compare 

the case of climate change policy in the EU and the US. The principal driving question aims to 

explain why the EU and the US show such distinct approaches to climate policy, in spite of the 

scientific consensus backing the idea of anthropogenic climate change. The aim is not only to 

understand what explains the policy heterogeneity found in two western and industrialized poli-

ties, but also to elucidate what factors drive and deter climate policy and politics in both con-

texts.  

In addition to questioning the traditional allegiance to the linear model of normal science8 

(Walsh, 2013; Douglas, 2009; Sarewitz, 1996), it is important to reassess the alignment between 

democratic theory, policy theory and theories of the science-policy interface. As noted by Keller 

(2009), the role of science and expertise in the policy process has been both contentious and ne-

glected. After examining three decades of research on the roles of experts and science in policy-

making, it appears that verdicts have generally been divided between two: on one side, political 

scientists tended to downplay the role of experts in decision-making; while STS scholars postu-

lated the significance of science in shaping administrative procedures and legitimating govern-

mental decision-making (Keller, 2009; see also Boswell, 2009). 

                                                             
8 Thomas Kuhn coined the term “normal science” in his book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962). Comprised within a 
closed and dominant paradigm, normal science was opposed to revolutionary science. Kuhn regarded normal science as “puzzle-
solving,””” which resembles the cumulative picture of science in whichwhereby puzzle-solvers address problems within the con-
fines of a known paradigm. As such, they do not expect to achieve unexpected results, but rather, since their solutions are simple 
and relatively straightforward, scientists can expect to accumulate a growing stock of accepted puzzle-solutions. The level of a 
priori theoretical development, and the required sanctioning of methods and results by peers, confers to science an eminently 
social dimension. This vision opposes the dominant logical-positivist view of science as detached, purely objective, and a value-
free enterprise.  
Lovejoy, 2002, explains the linear model in the following terms: “““““researchers identify a potential problem, scientific exami-
nation tests the various hypotheses, understanding of the problem often becomes more complex, researchers suggest remedial 
policies—and then the situation improves” (p. 12, emphasis original). The linear model assumes a direct link between knowledge 
and action, thought and praxis. Elsewhere (NRC, 2012), the linear model is the basis of the understanding of science when con-
sidered with the “two communities metaphor”: a perspective concerned with the links between scientists and policymakers when 
each is confined to discrete categories and specific cultures.    
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This line of argumentation dovetails in findings from STS and evidence-based policy lit-

erature. In Using Science as Evidence in Public Policy (NRC, 2012) the National Research 

Council argues that, while science has become increasingly linked with policy, little is known 

about the use of evidence. In their framework for research on use (see also Cartwright 

&Cartwirght and Hardie, 2012), the authors posit a move away from the two communities meta-

phor (concerned with linking scientists to policymakers) that was the hallmark of the linear mod-

el, and propose a shift from evidence-based policy to evidence-influenced politics. It is argued 

that this new metaphor provides a more refined understanding of evidence as something that 

”does not reside only in the world where science is produced; it emerges in the political world of 

policy making, where it is interpreted, made sense of and is used, perhaps persuasively, in policy 

arguments” (NRC, 2012, p. 4). This interdependent framework develops a definition of policy as 

a practice that “evolves from a many faceted social process involving multiple actors engaged in 

assembling, interpreting, and debating what evidence is relevant to the policy choice at hand, and 

then, perhaps, using that evidence to claim that a particular policy choice is better than the alter-

natives” (NRC, 2012, p.4).    

Along these lines, the NRC committee not only opposes the discrete borders of the linear 

model, but also maintains that science and policy are two fundamentally different enterprises. 

This conclusion finds precedent in Jasanoff (1990; 2005) and Weingart (2007). Not only is scien-

tific knowledge both sociologically and epistemologically distinct from evidence for policy (Jas-

anoff, 2005), but also in fact, policy is the sphere where both science and politics come together9 

(NRC, 2012). In this regard, Jasanoff and the NRC committee concur: the sharp distinction be-

tween these domains results from the historical process that cemented the autonomy and authori-

ty afforded to science both in its relation to policy and public concerns (Kitcher, 2011; Douglas, 

2009). Yet, adhering to a discrete boundary between science and politics limits the capacity to 

appreciate the problem of knowledge integration10 in science-based policy (NRC, 2012; Jasanoff, 

2012). 

                                                             
9 Science has been traditionally conceived as the domain of value-free inquiry, while politics has been characterized by value-
laden ideological dispute between political actors (elected officials). For more details on this debate and on the value-free ideal in 
science and policy see: Putnam and Walsh, 2009; and Douglas, 2009; Guston, 2001; 2011.    
10 After the traditional Kuhnian view of “normal science,””” Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1992, have argued for a more “integrative 
model” of engagement of scientists in complex science-based policy problems. Yet, in spite of the assumptions made about how 
scientific information can improve decision-making, the problem of what evidence to integrate, what to prioritize, and where to 
focus, implies problems of praxis. Consequently, the problem of integration emerges at the process of selection, interpretation, 
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Although the NRC report (2012) is not the first attempt to inventory the efficacy of scien-

tific knowledge in shaping policy decisions (Cartwright and Hardie, 2012; Cartwright, 2007), it 

raises critical questions concerning the operationalization of science and how it differs from pol-

icy. The authors contend that, to the extent that science is called to address complex policy prob-

lems that are simultaneously cultural, social, political and economic in nature, scientific advice 

cannot claim to be identical to science (NRC, 2012; Weingart, 2007; Jasanoff, 2005; 1990). This 

vision of policy concurs with Ball (1995) and Stone (2002): “[p]olicies result from practical ar-

guments that offer reasons for taking a specific policy action” (NRC, 2012, p. 55). That is, policy, 

even when it is science-based, does not cease to have political ramifications (NRC, 2012; Stone, 

2002).   

According to the NRC, policy frameworks should be expanded in order to allow a better 

understanding of argument in policy and of “how science is used, misused, and ignored” (NRC, 

2012, p. 59; also Cartwright and Hardie, 2012). Similarly, Boswell (2009) in her explanation of 

why “in many policy areas, political debate and decisions systematically fail to take into account 

research findings” (p. 5) concludes that expertise possesses political uses. Specifically, soliciting 

the assistance of experts can conform to a pattern of expected appropriate behavior, and serve to 

externally legitimatize a chosen course of policy action (Boswell, 2009). For the NRC commit-

tee, this is where evidence interfaces with policy argumentation. Namely, the authors note that 

“understanding how science is used in policy requires investigating what makes for reliable, val-

id and compelling policy arguments from the perspective of policy makers and those they need to 

persuade” (NRC, 2012, p. 55, emphasis original).  

This reverts to the crux of Boswell’s The Political Uses of Expert Knowledge (2009): ap-

preciate if and why relevant science is ignored, how the quality and robustness of evidence sup-

ports policy claims, and whether full accounts of pro and con evidence are given (NRC, 2012; 

Boswell, 2009). Boswell criticizes the problem-solving narrative that instrumentalist theories 

adopted about knowledge utilization in policy. Chief among these criticisms is the notion that 

“scientific results can be applied to guide policy in a fairly straight forward way” (Boswell, 

2009, p. 32). This reproach touches on the aforementioned problems with the linear model of 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
and argumentative deliberation about what scientific evidence to incorporate, what to prioritize, what to exclude, why and when. 
This implies translating and adapting the evidence from the descriptive and universal domain of science, to the prescriptive con-
text-specific domain of policymaking and praxis.  
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normal science, and reveals its enduring appeal in spite of debunking efforts (Walsh, 2013; Jasa-

noff, 2005, 1990; Douglas, 2009; Cartwright, 2007; Sarewitz, 1998; Funtowicz and Ravetz, 

1993; Fischer, 2000).  

2.2. The Institutions and Contexts of Science, Policy and Politics 
For Jasanoff (2012), the role of science in government appears in the midst of a new poli-

tics of demonstration. This idea of attestive culture (Ezrahi, 1990) reverts to a new instrumental 

paradigm in politics11 when science overturned habits of blind deference to both secularize, and 

democratize the public sphere. Conversely, while “science spoke truth to power…power listened 

of necessity, to defend and demonstrate its own right to rule” (Jasanoff, 2010, p. 1). In this con-

text, science came to be used to establish social trust and rationalize highly visible political deci-

sions (Jasanoff, 1998; also Boswell, 2009). However, due to this imperative use of science “in 

American technological controversies, political stakeholders routinely participate in producing 

and interpreting science to suit their policy preferences” (Jasanoff, 1998, p. 69). Consequently, 

science-based political controversies not only reveal the flexibility of scientific claims, but also 

how certainty about the truthfulness of a claim depends on the “trustworthiness of underlying 

institutional and political arrangements” (Jasanoff, 1999, p. 79; see also Irwin and Wynne, 1996).  

Still, scientific knowledge and evidence used in policy remain fundamentally different 

domains (Weingart, 2007; Jasanoff, 2005). For Jasanoff, “knowledge created to serve policy 

needs…is sociologically distinct from other forms of knowledge.  Knowledge for policy is pro-

duced in institutional settings under criteria of validity that are different from those of basic and 

research science” (Jasanoff, 2011, p. 1, emphasis original; Jasanoff, 1990). For this reason, the 

assimilation of scientific knowledge into public policymaking poses problems of incompatibility, 

untranslatability and incommensurability of epistemological assumptions; while, on the other 

hand, it may also serve to dress politics with the appearance of science (NRC, 2012; Boswell, 

2009; Sarewitz, 2000).  

                                                             
11 Woodrow Wilson is credited with coining the politics-administration dichotomy. In this conceptualization, both spheres ought 
to maintain strictly separated competences. The discrete borders between the Administration and the realm of politics intended 
assured that the administration was ruled by criteria of competence, specialization and bureaucratic routine. This, not only as-
sured a level of protection and continuity in the day-to-day running of public affairs, but assured that the administration remained 
both immune from, and independent of the caprice of politics.    
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Porter (1995) characterizes the “widespread linking of science and technology or of sci-

ence and administrative expertise”12 as something that is “fundamentally spurious” (p. vii) be-

cause the linking of science with the administration of public affairs has conflated and confused 

matters.  In the end, both appear misconstrued as “these supposed connections brought under-

served credit to each enterprise by making science seem more practical and its applications more 

intellectual than either really is” (Porter, 1995, p. vii, emphasis original). In this context, climate 

policy does not appear as the linear product of climate science, but an outcome negotiated in, and 

through the intermediation of politics (Jasanoff, 2010; Jasanoff and Martello, 2004; Stone, 2002). 

As such, the interaction between science and policy is not one of transfer, but of brokering and 

translation (NRC, 2012; see also Pielke Jr., 2008; Jasanoff, 1998). As such, for Jasanoff (2010) it 

is vital to acknowledge the “political work that must be done in order to bring about an actiona-

ble consensus on scientific facts” (p. 239). Yet, her co-production framework zooms in on sys-

tematic variations and “documented cultural preferences in evidence and reasoning” (Jasanoff, 

2010, p. 240; also Jasanoff, 2005; 2004) and understands them as the result of civic epistemolo-

gies – “relatively settled ways of public knowledge-making and argumentation” (Jasanoff, 2010, 

p. 239). This understanding of controversy contemplates that while scientists inherit a sanctioned 

method and pre-negotiated vocabulary, both the polity and decision-makers have yet to deter-

mine their proper translation and specific meaning (Jasanoff, 2010; 2004).  

Fischer (2000) poses this problem in a relatively similar manner, but rather than civic 

epistemologies, refers to the concept of cultural rationality. With an emphasis on case-specific 

social processes, this rationality “is not only fundamental to citizen decision making but also the 

essence of rationality in certain types of decisions, especially those involving scientific and so-

cial uncertainty” (Fischer, 2000, p. 88). As such, dealing with uncertainty and risks is not only a 

matter of “more science but, rather how to better understand the interactions between science 

and ideological belief systems – technical facts and cultural values – and…how to systematically 

integrate them in more comprehensive analysis” (Fischer, 2000, p. 88 emphasis original). 

Jasanoff’s (2005) co-production framework uses this iteration to explain how the interpretation 

of the same evidence can be subject to contested meanings and divergent policy outcomes. Ap-

plied to the case of biotechnology in the US, Germany and the UK, Jasanoff concludes that each 

                                                             
12 Reverting to the Weberian model of the specializing bureaucracy 
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polity is vested in specific civic epistemologies and a particular political culture. Regarded as the 

shared perceptions and modes of inquiry that guide laymen in the liaison between the scientific, 

the social and politics, civic epistemologies explain how “democratic polities acquire communal 

knowledge for purposes of collective action” (Jasanoff, 2005, p.8).  

According to Jasanoff (1990), not only is this integration not linear, but political actors also play 

a role confusing the domains between the political and the scientific. “Governments seem some-

times to adopt the relativist position that all expertise is biased, and that political considerations 

may therefore determine the official selection of experts; at other times, they endorse the elitist 

view of expertise as superior knowledge” (Jasanoff, 2003 p. 157). In her Designs on Nature, Jas-

anoff (2005) finds that entrenched attributes of political culture and institutions “heighten the 

vulnerability of U.S. policymakers, [in] supplying plausible reasons for their distinctive approach 

to rationalizing policy decisions” (Jasanoff, 2005, p. 18). With the on-going tension between the 

ethos of delegated authority and that of populism, U.S. centralized government faces the constant 

challenge of distrust and skepticism. Contrary to the European context where expert judgment is 

protected by a strong civil service, systems of delegated authority and legal insulation; in the U.S. 

a “relative dearth of vertical hierarchies and horizontal networks of cooperation im-

pede…informal negotiation and consensus-building” (p. 18). And, under such a configuration, 

U.S. policy actors are incentivized to seek controversy rather than consensus.   

Especially in the context of the American system of government, quantitative data emerges as a 

resource used by groups in order to find strength (Jasanoff, 2010; Porter, 1995; Brickman et al., 

1985). Due to intense external scrutiny, the American bureaucracy is expected to follow rules, 

which in turn fomented distrust in an already weak system of authority (Porter, 1995). Converse-

ly, “[w]here experts are elites, they are trusted to exercise judgment wisely and fairly” (Porter, 

1995, p.195). Such is the key distinction between a system of delegated deliberation (e.g. EU 

technocracy), and one of pluralist vigilance (U.S.). According to Brickman et al. (1985), the 

American approach to the regulatory process is markedly different from that applied in European 

systems. In specific, distinguishing the United States from Europe are the “procedural features, 

from reliance on formal analysis, to rules of public participation” (Brickman et al., 1985, p. 40).  

In their approaches to regulatory risks, Brickman et al. (1985) reported considerable differences 

of attitude between the US and the UK, Germany and France. Focusing on the supervision of 
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chemical industries, they concluded that not only were American regulators more politically ex-

posed, regulatory rule making was also subject to intense political scrutiny. Situated in a highly 

adversarial setting, the possibilities for regulatory action in the U.S. were hindered by “complex 

procedures devised for the administrative agencies by Congress, the courts, and the White House” 

(Brickman et al, 1985, p. 302). Consequently, regulatory actions remained not only highly con-

tentious, but ran “into special difficulties, since the demands of private interests and reviewing 

courts have forced regulators to engage in time-consuming, yet largely inconclusive, exploration 

of technical issues” (Brickman et al, 1985, p. 303). Faced with this dilemma “American regulato-

ry agencies are forced to seek refuge in objectivity, adopting formal methodologies for the ra-

tionalization of their action” (Brickman, 1985, p. 304, emphasis original).  

Regarding the technocratic European regulatory state (Majone, 1994), the higher tolerance of 

elites assures that “such groups command public respect by virtue of their training and experi-

ence” (Brickman, 1985, p. 310).  Rogers (2011) defines two models of scientific advice in the 

EU: the Churchillian, and the Bernalian. While in the first there is a “clear administrative sepa-

ration of the advisory function from the policy function” (Rogers, 2011, p. 133), in the latter sci-

entific bodies maintain a position of neutrality and independence by being in tap, not on top 

(Rogers, 2011). However, this presents several challenges. While scientist cannot be on top, “it is 

not nearly enough to have him on tap. In most cases, the executive authority will not be able to 

see for himself when the scientist should be called in or what questions he should be asked” 

(Rogers, 2011, p. 133). A subject that raises not only issues about the supply and demand of 

knowledge, but also further complicates the assumptions of the linear model: neither will scien-

tific input always be aptly requested or even welcomed; nor are there guarantees about appropri-

ate utilization and the attainment of planned outcomes.   

While in the US the same institution (e.g. EPA) preserves its functional separation and performs 

both an advisory (risk assessment) and a policy function (risk management), in the EU these re-

sponsibilities are separated between the Agencies and the Commission. In part, this speaks to 

fundamental differences between the U.S. and the EU system of government (Roger, 2011; Jasa-

noff, 2005; Brickman et al., 1985). However, it also stresses institutionalization as a means of 

political integration (Caporaso and Sweet, 2001). For Roger (2011, p. 118), the “growth in expert 

committees…and expert agencies…gives experts considerable influence in setting the policy 

agenda. Still, it also represents problems in the governance of scientific advice. ‘Here, the divi-
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sion of responsibility is made manifest – advisers advise, policymakers decide!’ ” (Rogers, 2011, 

p. 118). With advice remaining just that, policymakers are able to desist from the evidence pre-

sented when controversy enters the political agenda. That is, “how policymakers respond to dis-

sent is…politics and as such it is unlikely to be consistent” (Rogers, 2011, p. 118 emphasis orig-

inal).  

Contrary to the clear institutional safeguards shielding scientists from direct public scrutiny; in 

the U.S. ”participating scientists often appear as advocates of particular regulatory outcomes ra-

ther than disinterested experts” (Brickman, 1985, p. 309). Consequently, “their contribution 

tends to merge with that of overtly political interests’; which explains why in the U.S. “science 

has lost much of its aura of objective authority” (Brickman, 1985, p. 309-310). From this lens, 

controversy arises when both advocates and opponents center the debate on evidence, whilst 

evaluating the evidence of risk, safety and efficacy with different criteria (Jasanoff, 1998). For 

Sarewtiz (2004) this instrumental behavior towards evidence constitutes a scientization of poli-

tics. Concerned with distinguishing between a truly techno scientific disagreement and a political 

controversy, Sarewitz (2004) argues that science and facts alone are not able to overcome value-

laden disputes about competing interests (see also, Fischer, 2000; Nelkin, 1979; 1992).  

In this light, “[c]ontroversies reveal the unavoidable interpretative flexibility of scientific claims, 

dispelling the idea of pure and objective scientific analysis in the political realm” (Jasanoff, 1998, 

p. 69 emphasis original). Especially in the U.S., controversy appears as a factor of social trust, 

owed to the fact that “in American technological controversies, political stakeholders routinely 

participate in producing and interpreting science to suit their policy preferences” (Jasanoff, 1998, 

p. 69). This places Stone’s (2002) definition of policy as a struggle over ideas at the forefront, in 

alignment with the Aristotelian ideal of politics as the endeavor of arbitrating between all the ac-

tivities that concern and take place in the polis (Stone, 2002).   

2.3. The Science and Politics of Climate Change Policy  

In addition to the institutions and contexts framing the science-policy interface, the analysis also 

regards the specificity of climate change policy debates. Focusing on environmental controver-

sies and taking the example of the 2000 US Presidential election, Sarewtiz (2004) contends that, 

although science cannot be stringently separated from politics, it is crucial to discern a political 

debate from a scientific one. Sarewitz posits that “political debates with technical underpinnings 
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are not resolved by technical means” (2004, p. 385), and calls attention to two effects of this con-

fusion of domains: the politicization of science, and the scientization of politics (Sarewitz, 2004). 

This confusion not only escalates controversy (which is nothing but political in nature, see also 

Shapin, 2006), it also, according to Sarewitz (2004) makes environmental controversies worse. 

According to Lahsen (2005), the juncture where climate change policy and the science-policy 

interface intersect provides a window into the paradox of American democratic populism. While 

it is assumed that openness goes hand in hand with accountability and democracy, “exposure to 

countervailing opinions does not necessarily result in a more informed, participatory and critical-

ly aware citizenry” (Lansen, 2005, p. 139).  While acknowledging the importance of making de-

cision more robust and resistant to the exclusivity of technocratic rule, the author remains skepti-

cal about the ability to “liberate politics” in the United States. “[U]nless more decision makers 

and members of the general public learn to be critical judges of scientific knowledge” (Lahsen, 

2005, p. 139), the deployment of science and scientific symbols (Toumey, 1996) may confuse 

more than clarify (Lahsen, 2005). 

From Herrick’s (2004) viewpoint, the paradox of democracy and populism of climate change 

debates results from a mischaracterization of the use of science in the American environmental 

policy process. This has led to the “implementation of misguided and self-defeating policy initia-

tives designed to ensure the objectivity or soundness of scientific inputs to the policy process” 

(e.g. the Data Quality Act) (Herrick, 2004, p. 419, emphasis original). Partly owed to “uncritical 

and theoretically uninformed” characterizations of the scientific process (Herrick, 2004, p. 419, 

see also Jasanoff, 1990), a “confusion [was created] regarding the legitimate differences between 

traditional, discipline-based scientific research, and science-policy assessment” (Herrick, 2004, 

p. 420). Contrasting science and a science-policy assessment, Herrick highlights that while the 

first aims for new knowledge through research; the latter aims to “predict, project and character-

ize the consequences of alternative courses of action” (2004, p. 420). Hence, the science-policy 

assessment is an uncertain interpretative exercise in which decision-makers struggle to balance 

the appropriate outcomes, benefits, costs and risks of climate change policy (Herrick, 2005).      

In Science and International Environmental Policy, Dimitrov (2006) reflects on how publica-

tions on science and politics have been unable to address the conflict between expectations about 

information as a sine qua non requirement for policy, and the repeated contradictions of empiri-
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cal findings. For the author here lies the paradox of international climate policy: while “many 

scholars embrace the theoretical premise that knowledge affects action…[they also] discover that 

policy is most often launched in the absence of key information about the issues at hand” (Dimi-

trov, 2006, p.3). For Dimitrov (2006) this contradiction is explained by the theoretical treatment 

given to knowledge. By regarding information as a monolith, and not differentiating between 

types of knowledge, scholars have consequently been unable to address its divergent political 

uses and the impacts on collective action (Dimitrov, 2006). Information, be it scientific, political 

or linked to interest groups, is regarded as one unified entity.   

According to Lahsen (2005), here lies one of the main sources of controversy in the U.S. climate 

change debate. The populist penchant to regard all information as equally valid – regardless of 

where and why it is produced – does not allow a differentiation between better and worse sources 

of scientific information. For Lahsen (2005), this leads to a saturation of media and public de-

bates with a scientific cacophony. In addition to not bolstering the people, these types of equivo-

cal deliberations also appear riddled with a confirmation bias for preferred facts. Following the 

post-normal science framework formulated by Funtowicz and Ravetz (1992), Lahsen discusses 

the need to acknowledge the limited role that science can play in the resolution of value-laden 

disputes. Thus, only a direct recognition of policy issues and their political and social nature can 

reduce “unrealistic public expectations of scientists” and help strengthen “both science and de-

mocracy” (Functowicz and Ravetz, 1992, p. 228).    

According to Jasanoff (2010), these are the reasons why a “global consensus on the meaning and 

urgency of climate change cannot arise on the basis of expert consensus alone” (Jasanoff, 2010, 

p. 238). Because “climate is more than a physical entity” (Hulme, 2009, xxxvii), understanding 

its technical dimensions, ascertaining causality and measuring its impacts does not suffice. Cli-

matologist Mike Hulme (2009) posits that part of the disagreement subsists because of the com-

peting meanings of climate change, rival value systems, and contending ideologies13. Although 

the idea of climate change was first documented as an “environmental science problem,” it also 

became “increasingly interpreted and reinterpreted in different ways by different social actors”  

(Hulme, 2009, p. xxii, emphasis original). Therefore, once climate change develops into an issue 

                                                             
13 “climate change can mean very different things to different people, depending on their political, social and cultural settings” 
(Hulme, 2009, p. xxxii) 
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of public policy, it becomes more a matter of “strategic decision making and less as an object of 

detached quantitative scientific analysis” (Hulme, 2009, p. xxxii).  

Chiefly informed by his experience as a geographer and an IPCC contributor, Hulme (2009) sets 

policy inaction and controversy in context, by focusing on the idea of climate change – and both 

a physical and social phenomenon. In addition to having become “a battleground between differ-

ent philosophies and practices of science” it is emphasized that “controversy is only allegedly 

about science” (Hulme, 2009, p. xxvii). And that, more than a competing interpretation of the 

evidence, “discordant conversations about climate change reveal…our different attitudes to risk, 

technology and well-being; our different ethical, ideological and political beliefs; our different 

interpretations of the past and competing interpretations of the future” (Hulme, 2009, p. xxvi).    

For Pielke Jr. and Sarewitz (2005), the narrow focus of climate change debates on technical is-

sues like emission reductions, not only skews deliberation but also restricts policy options. While 

debates that are about political positions take place in the language of science, well-documented 

dimensions of the climate-society relationship remain excluded from debates about climate 

change policy (Pielke Jr. and Sarewitz, 2005). With the marginalization of a social vantage point, 

controversy is fed via proxy debates (Pielke Jr., 2005) about the meaning and policy implications 

of scientific uncertainty – which for Jasanoff (1998) is principally a matter of social trust. Con-

curring with Porter14 (1995; 1991), Jasanoff15 finds systematic differences in the styles of envi-

ronmental decision-making: the American impersonal scientific style of policy justification, and 

the European qualitative style “warranted by elites who enjoy higher levels of trust” (Jasanoff, 

1998, p. 70). As such, environmental controversies are not only co-produced, but the notion of 

scientific consensus is correlated with trust and the ability to foster agreements between the par-

ties on a restricted number of policy solutions (Jasanoff, 1998).  Hence, “controversies dissipate 

when policy disagreements are resolved and relations of trust are established between policy 

makers and affected social interests”, and “the plasticity of policy solutions is reduced” (p. 70).  

Far from eliminating uncertainty or attenuating risks, actors in climate change policy find com-

mon ground for decision-making (Jasanoff, 2005; 1998) in spite of knowledge gaps  
                                                             
14 For Porter (1995; 1991), technical assessment and “[n]umbers are not simply the instrument of a technocratic disdain for de-
mocracy…they are a tribute to democracy, an appeal to objectivity made necessary because the authority one commands on ac-
count of position or personal qualification is insufficient” (Porter, 1991, p.262). 
15 “Neutral quantitative methods of policy assessment are most valued where the sovereign is most exposed to public criticism” 
(Jasanoff, 1998, p. 70). 
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(Dimitrov, 2006). If trust is not fostered and politics is not allowed to do its job (Sarewitz, 

200416), then actors “must explain their allegiance to inaction in terms of their own values and 

interests, and accountability now lies with them, not with science or scientists (Sarewitz, 2004, p. 

400). For Douglas (2009) this implies a more robust understanding of the science-policy inter-

face, and specifically acknowledging that inductive risks are inherent both to science and policy. 

In order to close these gaps in knowledge, policy actors must be up-front about their values – 

which do not imply bias, but the acknowledgement that policy-deciding implies choices, the set-

ting of priorities and of policy goals (Douglas, 2009). In agreement with Douglas (2009), 

Sarewitz states that environmental debates can only improve if actors are no longer allowed to 

hide behind scientific controversy and engage with the politics17. 

                                                             
16 “the factual dispute was subjugated to the practical necessity of arriving at a resolution, and politics was allowed to do its job. 
In the latter case, an insistence by all parties that the dispute is about who is in charge of the right environmental facts merely 
recapitulates in miniature the escalating political gridlock surrounding environmental politics”, (Sarewitz, 2004, p. 400.).  
17 “No longer able to hide behind scientific controversy, politics would have to engage in processes of persuasion, reframing, 
disaggregation, and devolution, to locate areas of value consensus, overlapping interests, or low-stakes options (e.g., “no regrets” 
strategies) that can enable action in the absence of a comprehensive political solution or scientific understanding” , ”, (Sarewitz, 
2004, p. 400). 
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3. Methodology  

3.1. Approach: Science Technology and Society and Public Policy 

Controversies faced by science and scientists throughout different national contexts indi-

cate that, although scientific assessments may claim to be universal, the interpretation of their 

impacts is not (Douglas, 2009; Jasanoff, 2005). Since the 1980s, Science, Technology and Socie-

ty (STS) literature has tried to come to terms with this realization to explain how different poli-

ties perceive uncertainty and define acceptable risk. These deliberative processes of public 

knowledge-making (Jasanoff, 2005) are crucial to ascertain the science-policy interface and the 

influence specific civic epistemologies have in influencing the process of integration of scientific 

knowledge in policy (e.g. Brickman et al, 1985). According to this literature, neither scientists 

nor policymakers can claim to operate in homogenized socio-political settings devoid of context-

specific peculiarities (Sunder Rajan 2005; Rabinow, 1999). Indeed, both governments and pub-

lics around the world have reached different conclusions about acceptable uncertainty and risk, 

and the benefits of science (Jasanoff and Kim, 2013; Jasanoff 2005; Daemmrich 2004; Bernauer 

2003; Vogel 1986; Brickman et al., 1985). This indicates the importance of polities and policy-

making as sites of collaboration between public policy studies and the field of STS (Jasanoff, 

1999). 

Deliberating on wicked (Rittel and Weber, 1973) problems such as climate change raises 

multiple challenges for democratic polities. The pronounced technical dimension of the issues 

complicates decision-making processes with “uncertainty, value loading, and a plurality of legit-

imate perspectives” (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2003, p. 1). In addition, while states have not always 

been competent at discerning the needs and wants of their citizenry (Scott, 1998); the agreed-

upon decisions of one national context have also proven ill-suited to satisfy the demands of other 

democratic polities (Jasanoff, 2005; Bijker et al. 1987). For this reason, governments of Western 

industrial democracies have engaged in efforts with their own publics to develop participatory 

interfaces to promote science-based policy (Steel et al., 2009; 2004; Jasanoff, 2005; Steel and 

Weber, 2011). Yet, evidence suggests that variation in these efforts partly reflects underlying dif-

ferences in administrative apparatuses, constitutional structures and political cultures (Sunder 

Rajan 2005; Jasanoff 2005; Gottweis 1998), which will be debated in the analysis. 
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Opposed to this view of science, Jasanoff sets out to analyze why different polities reach 

different conclusions about the same evidence. She posits that differences in framing the benefits 

or risks, as well as the governance challenges triggered by uncertainty in science-based policy, 

can both be culturally specific, and historically and politically grounded (Jasanoff 2005; Gott-

weis 1998). These differences, articulated in Jasanoff’s co-production framework (2004; 2005), 

reflect how “democratic polities acquire communal knowledge for purposes of collective action” 

(Jasanoff, 2005, p. 9). As such, civic epistemologies constitute a particularly salient feature of 

political culture and frame the situated qualities of diverse national and political contexts. For 

Jasanoff, this framework is a useful tool to decouple from the ideal-type of science as “unprob-

lematic, universal, invariant, [and] equally understandable in principle in all places and at all 

times” (Jasanoff, 2005, p. 249).  

These insights point towards the need for systematic comparative analysis of the ways in 

which features of political culture influence the development and reception by the public of sci-

entific ideas of acceptable risk. Or, more specifically, of how political culture is involved in the 

formation of shared visions about good and bad risks and varying definitions of acceptable and 

unacceptable uncertainties (Jasanoff, 2005). 

Building on this premise, I test Jasanoff’s co-production framework and Hulme’s thesis 

that “climate has been a carrier for ideologies” (Hulme, 2009, p. 18). For Hulme, climate can 

mean many different things to many different people and therefore, there is more to it than the 

dominant numerical and statistical understanding – i.e. “the science” (Hulme, 2009; Goodman et 

al., 2008). Like Pielke Jr. and Sarewitz (2005), Hulme (2009) asserts the need to move beyond 

an exclusively technical vision, and to bring both society and politics back into climate debates. 

This notion informs the comparative analysis of drivers and deterrents of climate policy and poli-

tics, and the context-specific propensity for controversy vs. consensus. Premised on Jasanoff’s 

political culture variable, inquiry focuses on how different constitutional and institutional struc-

tures promote the assimilation of technical definitions vs. the populist fight about ideas (Stone, 

2002). In order to do so, I follow Stone (2002) and the NRC committee (2012) definition of (sci-

ence-based) policy: an endeavor that concerns the polis, the locus where science and politics 

meet. 
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Conceiving climate as a ubiquitous idea enables an analysis of how policymakers portray 

climate change policy, and how science as evidence is deployed in scientific arguments. But, in 

addition, it also accounts for the problem of integration of evidence in policy and how, more than 

science-based, politics is in fact evidence-influenced (NRC, 2012; Fischer, 2000). This implies 

accepting the premise that policy is not an apolitical endeavor (NRC, 2012; Stone, 2002), and 

that however salient its technical dimension may be, political actors and institutions cannot be 

excluded from the process of climate policymaking (Fisher, 2000). This frames the debate on 

politicization and the scientization of politics (Sarewitz, 2004); and how seemingly technical 

disputes act as a proxy for a political dispute between competing worldviews (Pielke Jr., 2005).   

In sum, my effort aims to build on Jasanoff’s (1999) call to move beyond deconstruction, and by 

adopting her co-production framework (2004; 2005), to assess the potential of bridging STS ap-

proaches with public policy studies.  

3.2. Comparative Analysis 
The operational approach adopted hinges on a case study comparative analysis of climate 

policy documents of two Western industrialized democratic polities: the United States (US) and 

the European Union (EU). The crux of the analysis attempts to uncover how two very different 

political cultures and systems of governance – the US’s populist democratic federal state system 

and the EU’s elite-based supranational technocracy – shape different discourses about climate 

change and how that impacts their policy decisions. Arguments about scientific evidence and un-

certainty are especially focused on.  

This choice hinges on a twofold rationale. On the one hand, it allows the exploration of 

the explanatory power of situated political cultures (and their respective constitutional norms and 

systems of government), as posited in Jasanoff’s co-production thesis. On the other hand, it ena-

bles the addressing of Stone’s (2002) polis model, and specifically the different fights over ideas 

that occur when experts, citizens and decision-makers interact in the policy arena. In other words, 

this approach not only permits a comparison of the science-policy interface of two different sys-

tems of governance (while appreciating its impact on the policy and politics of climate change); 

it is attentive to the science-society interface – particularly the many definitions and appropria-

tions that climate change undergoes both in public and political debates.  
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As two of the most affluent regions, influential political entities and largest emitters of green-

house gases (GHG), actions taken by the US and the EU have global impacts. In spite of these 

similarities, the EU and the US demonstrate different interpretations of the degree of certainty 

and the appropriate level of climate policy response needed.  A comparative analysis of the prin-

ciples, rationale and practices provides an entry point into the examination of underlying reasons 

for their policy differences. Although an exhaustive analysis of regional climate legislation and 

policies is not provided, I focus on introducing the basic principles and practices of EU and US 

climate policy. By focusing on principal frameworks, I observe moments of particular reformist 

momentum and contentiousness. The aim is to debate how these singular approaches differ in 

terms of outputs and the calibration of their science-policy interface. 

The entryway into this inquiry focuses on whether the EU’s technocratic system of governance, 

compared to the US’s populist-based democratic system of government, is more conducive to the 

integration of evidence in the policymaking process and a science-driven climate change policy. 

In order to tackle this hypothesis, the analysis is directed to uncover why, in spite of the scien-

tific consensus backing the idea of anthropogenic climate change, the US and the EU have 

demonstrated very different attitudes and approaches to climate policy. This analytical exercise 

will focus not only on the factors that explain the differences in policy outputs, but also on the 

drivers and deterrents of climate change policy in each respective context. 

3.3. Sources and Analytical Strategy 
My analytical strategy starts by mapping all available climate legislation enacted over the last 

decade. This exercise aims to chart key legislative action, outputs, debates and the policy areas 

that were subject to regulation. The data was collected via the Library of Congress online data-

base and the EUR-Lex Europa database. On both cases, the filters applied were: “all legislation” 

and “climate change” within a timeframe circumscribed between January 1, 2007 and December 

31, 2014. These delimitations were designed to cover publication of the forth IPCC Assessment 

Report (AR4), the relative the enactment of the EU’s Climate and Energy Package in 2008 and 

the preparations for the UNFCCC COP 15 in 2009 in Copenhagen.  

Following this inquiry, the analytical strategy moves to a content analysis of official policy doc-

uments. With the aim of expanding the range of policy data, this exercise not only captures the 

official policy rationale, but also how climate change is framed as a policy problem. This allows 
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the identification of the problem-solution nexus advanced by the institutional actors, but also en-

ables to capture how its relevance is broadly articulated to the public. The sources consulted in-

clude Directorate-General for Climate Action (DG CLIMA), the European Environmental Agen-

cy (EEA) and the European Commission (EC) website for strategy documents and fact sheets; 

and White House, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and US Congress, for the case of the 

United States.  

Lastly, the European and US approach will also be compared based on data obtained from polls. 

These sources were consulted with the objective of supplementing the content analysis include 

Eurobarometer polls, as well as Pew Research and Gallup polls ranging between 2007 and 2015. 

Table 1 – Overview of Research Phases and Focus 

Phase Type Source / Title 

1. Mapping Legislation 
EUR-LEX 
Library of Congress 

2. Policy  
Rationale 

Policy Papers / 
Strategy Documents 

European Commission: DG CLIMA; DG ENV 
European Environmental Agency (EEA) 
White House 
US Congress 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

3. Opinion Polls Data 
Eurobarometer 
Pew Research  
Gallup Polls 

4. Other Reports on Climate 
Science 

IPCC 
National Academy of the Sciences 
Royal Academy of the Sciences 

3.4. Scope  

The analysis is chronologically circumscribed to 2007. This option is premised on a set of factors: 

in the United States, this year was marked by the last years of the Bush Administration (2001-

2009), the election of a Democratic majority in the 110th Congressional Session (2007-2009), 

and internationally, by the release of the forth IPCC Assessment Report. In Europe, these were 

the years of gestation of the Directorate-General for Climate Action (DG CLIMA, created in 

2010), the emancipation of climate change policy from the environmental portfolio, the enact-

ment of the EU’s Climate and Energy Package in 2008 and the preparations for the UNFCCC 

COP 15 in 2009 in Copenhagen.   
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As a consequence of these delimitations, the analysis does not delve as intensely into the debate 

about climate change policy during the Bush presidency, but rather focuses especially on the 

Obama Administration (2009-present). This option was informed by, on the one hand, the wealth 

of literature already available for the case of climate change policy during the Bush years (e.g. 

Sussman & Daynes, 2013; McCright & Dunlap, 2011; 2011b; Drisen, 2010; Schneider at al., 

2010; Carlarne, 2010; Boykoff, 2007; Bryner, 2008), and on the other hand, by the interest in 

concentrating on a period marked by a new political balance of power. In spite of these chrono-

logical delimitations, references to climate change initiatives previous to 2007 were included for 

the purposes of comprehensiveness, coherence, and background. 

The analysis is additionally limited by geographical, political and contextual constraints. Rather 

than comparing two countries, the comparison is set between a national polity (the US), and a 

supranational one (EU). This choice was premised on the transfer of national sovereignty agreed 

by EU member states. Ratified in 2009, the Lisbon Treaty determined the transference of climate 

change policy competences from the domain of individual member states, to the sphere of EU 

supranational policy prerogatives. By assuring the coordination of climate policies, all countries 

have de facto agreed to a common set of binding policy goals, instruments, and means of finan-

cial allocation. Although the principle of subsidiarity reserves a modicum of national discretion 

on what regards means and instruments pursed, each country is nevertheless bound to a common 

subset of goals. This consideration was crucial in determining the appropriateness of a compari-

son between the American federal system of government, and the European supranational system 

composed by 28 individual member states. While these considerations are not entirely free from 

problems, the European centralization of decision-making allows a degree of alignment in the 

interpretation of climate policy between two Western, democratic, and industrialized polities.  
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4. Results: Climate Change Policies in the EU and the US 
The European Union (EU) and the United States (US) provide the entry point into the study of 

the science-policy-politics interface in climate change policy. The aim is to understand why and 

how these policies differ, and consider the manner in which their different approaches drive and 

deter climate change policy outputs. This section provides an overview of the main pillars of 

climate change policy, while it also contextualizes the decision-making styles of both polities. 

4.1. Climate Policies in the European Union 

4.1.1. Contextualizing European Institutions and Decision-Making  
Decision-making in the EU is divided among three different institutions. The European Commis-

sion (EC) proposes legislation, and the European Parliament (EP) and Council (representing the 

governments of 28 member states) approve it through co-decision. Before the Commission pro-

poses new initiatives, it prepares impact assessments, consults interested parties and promotes 

public consultations. The EP and the Council review proposals submitted by the EC and propose 

amendments. If the Council and the Parliament are unable to agree upon amendments, a second 

reading takes place where both institutions can propose new amendments. Parliament holds the 

budgetary power and has the ability to block proposed legislation if it cannot agree with the 

Council. If they agree, the proposed legislation can be adopted. But if their positions appear ir-

reconcilable, a conciliation committee tries to broker a solution. Both the Council and the Parlia-

ment can block legislation at this final reading.  

Climate policy in the EU relies on an alignment between three interlocutors – two political bodies 

and the Commission, which is partly an administrative, and partly an executive body. Confiden-

tial dialogues are often held between the three institutions. Along with these procedures, other 

informal consultations can be held with industry or other interested parties with the aim of giving 

the Commission an all-round knowledge of the field before it exercises its power of initiative. 

Consequently, decision-making in the EU is a complex and lengthy process where despite general 

agreement on common goals, gridlock is possible due to disputes about the national means of 

implementation. This process infuses a relevant political dimension to European decision-making, 

which plays an important role in fomenting a consensus-building ethos and reducing the plasticity 

of policy options. Despite being known for its system of technocratic governance, the EU also 

relies on a substantial degree of political understanding between national and European actors.  
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Debates about policymaking in the EU have traditionally been split between the democratic defi-

cit school (Follesdal and Hix, 2006; Weiler et al., 1995), and the neofunctionalists (Majone, 1998; 

Moravcicz, 2002). According to the first school, even the thinnest theory of democracy requires 

that a democratic polity shall be able to challenge and contest political leadership over a policy. 

Yet, this competence is “conspicuously absent in the EU” (Follesdal and Hix, 2006, p. 533). 

Conversely, the neofunctionalists argue that this understanding of legitimacy is a matter of 

standards (Majone, 1998). For these authors, the “depoliticization of European policy-making is 

the price we pay in order to preserve national sovereignty largely intact” (Majone, 1998, p. 5). 

And so, it is erroneous to apply the standards of democratic legitimacy of national parliamentary 

democracies, to the European institutions (Majone, 1998).  

This neofunctionalist school largely follows the utilitarian problem-oriented rationale of found-

ing father Jean Monnet. Throughout his memoir (1978), Monnet reiterates his attitude as some-

one above the short-term agenda of politics, and whose only wish is to solve concrete pressing 

problems. The fulcrum of the democratic deficit debate hinges on the difficult balance between 

economic and political integration. For the neofunctionalists, as long as the far-reaching goals of 

economic integration are attained, “the democratic deficit is democratically justified” (Majone, 

1998, p. 5). As such, as long as the Regulatory State (Majone, 1994) is able to regulate with suc-

cess, advance policy and attain calculated goals, bypassing national democratic vigilance is justi-

fied by supranational delegation. 

4.1.2. Climate Policy in the European Union: From the Top-Down 

The EU began formulating climate change policies in 1991, when it developed the first Europe-

an-wide strategy limiting carbon dioxide emissions and defining energy efficiency. By 2000, this 

scaffolding changed and the EU’s climate change strategy began to pivot on the European Cli-

mate Change Programme (ECCP). The stated goal of the ECCP was to “identify and develop all 

the necessary elements of an EU strategy to implement the Kyoto Protocol” (COM (2000) 88 

final). As such, the policy focus was primarily directed to cutting carbon emissions. Implementa-

tion and development of the ECCP was a multi-stakeholder process that involved the Commis-

sion, member states, industry and environmental groups.  

European national and regional programs differ from initiatives taken in the United States. First-

ly, all EU member states have ratified the Kyoto Protocol and thus are bound to meet specific 
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international climate change obligations. But this framework has evolved over the last decade. 

Namely, the principal changes are: i) agreement on the EU 20-20-20 targets; ii) the EU-ETS 

(Emission Trading Scheme) (2005); iii) the approval of the Climate and Energy Package (2008); 

iv) the creation of DG CLIMA (2010); and v) the 2030 Climate and Energy Package (2014). 

Such transformations attest to a new policy dynamic pivoting on the link between anthropogenic 

climate change and adverse effects to humans and natural ecosystems. The substantiation of this 

view coincided with a growing perception about the exposure to extreme weather events (Hede-

gaard, 201218), and vulnerabilities made visible by e.g. the deadly heat wave of 2003 (Haines et 

al, 2006) that conveyed the immediate reality of climate change, but also “the accuracy of scien-

tific predictions” (Hedegaard, 201219). 

Over the past decade the EU has, in its own words, “taken the initiative” (Barroso, 201020). 

Changes in political commitments and administrative ability were possible due to the deepening 

of the EU’s political dimension21, and the enforcement of the Lisbon Treaty (2009). By transfer-

ring to the European level competences that were previously dispersed across the member states, 

the treaty introduced a major structural transformation in the EU’s policy process. Now framed 

under a common supranational structure, the process of environmental, climate and energy poli-

cymaking was significantly transformed. Contrary to the previous patchwork of approaches, pol-

icymaking was now coordinated and at the disposal of a common toolkit and shared binding tar-

gets subject to the political assent of national and European elected delegates; and the adminis-

trative stability of the Commission needed for a concerted roll-out and implementation. 

4.1.2.1. European Climate Change Programme (ECCP I and II) (2000-2010) 
The ECCP was created in 200022 with the aim of allowing stakeholders to participate in the pre-

paratory work for policies aiming to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG23) emissions. Coordinated by 

                                                             
18 Hedegaard, Connie, (19 September, 2012), Get used to 'extreme' weather, it's the new normal, The Guardian, retrieved from: 
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/sep/19/extreme-weather-new-normal-climate-change 
19 Hedegaard, Connie, (19 September, 2012), Get used to 'extreme' weather, it's the new normal, The Guardian, retrieved from 
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/sep/19/extreme-weather-new-normal-climate-change  
“Scientists have been warning us for years that a warmer planet would lead to more extreme weather, and now it's arrived””, 
Hedegaard. 
20 DG Climate Action, EU Action on Climate Change, retrieved form http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/brief/eu/ 
21 Maastricht, 1992; Enlargement, 2004; 2009; 2013 
22 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament on EU policies and measures to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions: Towards a European climate change programme (ECCP).COM (2000) 88 final, COM(2000) 88 final, 
retrieved from  http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/en/com/cnc/2000/com2000_0088en01.pdf 
23 Commission Communication of 9 February 2005 "Winning the Battle Against Global Climate Change" [", COM(2005) 35 
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a steering committee tasked with managing the input of representatives from each of the Com-

mission’s departments, the ECCP provided the first effort of climate policy streamlining in the 

EU.  The first working groups focused on the areas of transport, industry, energy supply and use, 

and flexibility mechanisms. Other groups focused on waste, agriculture and research. Overall, 

the cumulative efforts of working groups, experts, industry, and NGOs informed the Commis-

sion about technical problems and incentives e.g. regulation and tax measures. At this point, EU 

policy was largely structured by commitments made both nationally and supranationally in Kyo-

to. In 2005, this area of focus was largely maintained in the second ECCP (ECCP II), although 

the EC also moved into new policy areas.  

Based on the priorities identified by the steering committee and within the working groups, the 

Commission moved to test the feasibility and application of ideas presented by the ECCP I. The 

main points of attention were: the EU ETS, advancing legislation on the promotion of biofuels, 

legislation on combined heat and power biofuels, and legislation regarding vehicle taxation. 

From the more generic working groups of the first phase, the ECCP II was now divided between: 

ECCP I review (with 5 subgroups: transport, energy supply, energy demand, non-CO2 gases, ag-

riculture), aviation, CO2 and cars, carbon caption and storage; adaptation; reducing greenhouse 

gas emissions from ships.  While the ECCP II maintained a focus on emission reduction targets, 

while it also began to focus on the contribution of renewable energy and energy savings24.  

4.1.2.2. EU 20-20-20 Goals (2010-2020) 

The EU adopted its 20-20-20 climate change goals25 for the decade in 2010. Enacted via the Re-

newable Energy Directive in 2009, the targets called for a 20 percent cut in greenhouse gas emis-

sions (GHG) by 2020 (compared with 1990 levels), a 20 percent reduction in energy consump-

tion by improving energy efficiency by 2020, and a 20 percent increase in the use of renewable 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
final- Official Journal C 125 of 21.5.2005].; Council Decision 2002/358/ECof 25 April 2002 concerning the approval, on behalf 
of the European Community, of the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the 
joint fulfilmentfulfillment of commitments thereunder [(OJ L 130 of 15.5.2002].). Communication from the Commission of 23 
October 2001 on the implementation of the first phase of the European Climate Change Programme [(COM(2001) 580 final- Not 
published in the Official Journal]. Green Paper on greenhouse gas emissions trading within the European Union [COM(2000) 87 
final- not published in the Official Journal]. 
24 Directive on energy performance of buildings and measures to support RES-H (renewables and heating applications) 
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/eccp/second/docs/renewable_energy_srcs_heat_en.pdf 
25 “The 20/20/20 targets for greenhouse gas emissions, renewable energy and energy savings have played a key role in driving 
this progress and sustaining the employment of more than 4.2 million people in various eco-industries[1], with continuous growth 
during the crisis.” /* COM/2014/015 final  
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52014DC0015 
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energy by 202026. This is one of the headline targets of the Europe 2020 growth strategy imple-

mented through a package of binding legislation. In addition to these binding targets until 2020, 

the EU has also set emission reduction targets for 2030 and 2050. 

Regarding 2050, EU leaders have endorsed the objective of reducing Europe’s greenhouse gas 

emissions by 80-95 percent compared to 1990 levels. Although these commitments are not yet 

binding, the EC has published a roadmap for building the low-carbon European economy speci-

fying the measures, means and the rationale for this policy.  The document focuses on key pillars: 

Innovation, green growth, low-carbon economy, and more energy security and efficiency.  

4.1.2.3. EU 2030 Framework for Climate and Energy: looking to Paris in 2015  
In October 201427 member states agreed to cut 40 percent of domestic GHG emissions by 203028. 

This 2030 policy framework “aims to make the European Union's economy and energy system 

more competitive, secure and sustainable” (EC, DG CLIMA) while also aspiring to accomplish 

at least 27 percent of renewable energy and energy savings. The EC, and specifically Climate 

Action Commissioner, Connie Hedegaard justified the final October agreement through an inte-

grated rationale. The threefold line of argumentation was articulated in a Guardian op-ed: 
“First, because our 40% is in line with science as it put us right on track to meet our 2050 goal 
of cutting emissions by 80%-95%. This is what developed countries will need to reduce by 2050 
according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to keep global warming 
below 2C. 

Second, because 40% is an ambitious emissions target as it can only be met by reducing emis-
sions in the EU. This is unlike the 20% emissions target for 2020, which could be partially met 
by financing projects outside the EU to compensate for our emissions. And as we cut more here 
in Europe, we will attract the investments and technology. 

And finally, because the 40% target is achievable and cost effective. Our economic analyses 
show that it can be achieved with manageable short-term investments and in a way that un-
leashes significant long-term benefits”. (Hedegaard, 201429) 

 Although reductions have already surpassed the 2020 expected level, the integrated policy 

framework leading up to 2030 was justified by the Commission with the need to ensure regulato-
                                                             
26 These goals were regarded In 2005 renewable energy from hydro power, solar, wind, biomass or geothermal sources accounted 
for less than seven percent of the EU’s total energy consumption. 
27 Connie Hedegaard Connie Hedegaard, (7 February, 2014), Europe's 40% emissions cuts target has set the course for a low-
carbon future, The Guardian, retrieved from: http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/feb/07/europe-emissions-carbon-
climate 
28 Harvey, Fiona, (5 February 2014), European Parliament votes for stronger climate targets, MEPs respond to earlier commis-
sion proposal with call for binding 2030 targets on renewables, emissions and energy efficiency, The Guardian, retrieved from: 
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/feb/05/european-parliament-votes-renewables-targets 
29 Connie Hedegaard, (7 February, 2014), Europe's 40% emissions cuts target has set the course for a low-carbon future, The 
Guardian, retrieved from: http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/feb/07/europe-emissions-carbon-climate 
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ry certainty for investors and a coordinated approach among the EU28. In addition to emphasiz-

ing reductions, Commission statements and policy documents reiterate the strategic narrative of 

the past decade: green growth, adaptation as the key to innovation and an imperative for a new 

and low-carbon economy. Much like Europe 2020, and both its ECCP predecessors, the EU casts 

the idea of climate pro-activeness under a positive light by weaving in a story of complementari-

ty, not tradeoff with economic growth. Accordingly, EC policy documents30 emphasize efforts: 
 “to build a competitive and secure energy system that ensures affordable energy for all con-
sumers, increases the security of the EU's energy supplies, reduces our dependence on energy 
imports and creates new opportunities for growth and jobs. Reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
by at least 40%.” (DG CLIMA, EU Action on Climate, 2015)31 

These statements not only reinforce the growth a narrative coherent with the EU flagship pro-

grams for the decade like the Lisbon Strategy (2000-2010) and Europa 2020 (2010-2020); they 

convey the centrality of climate proactiveness as the unlocking key. This idea appears in the 

“mainstreaming climate” policy approach articulated by Barroso (MEMO/10/41), and recurrently 

repeated in Hedegaard’s media appearances (Hedegaard, 2012). In addition to stressing the eco-

nomic relevance of a low-carbon economy based on green growth, DG Clima’s strategy system-

atically emphasized its role as a liaison portfolio transversally integrating climate across various 

policy areas in a coherent manner. This policy streamlining strategy ensured that while advocat-

ing the legitimacy of a self-standing climate policy portfolio, the EU also actively deemphasized 

the notion of a trade-off between climate policy investments and economic growth. 

The argument of climate change as an opportunity (Barroso, 2014) that is good for growth was 

pursued in a number of ways that principally hinged on energy. In part, this explains the centrali-

ty of Security and efficiency in the 2030 package energy: 
“the 2030 framework for climate and energy policies needs to combine careful consideration of 
climate commitments (both long- and short-term) with the need to address compelling economic 
and social issues such as energy security, high energy costs for industry and households, and the 
need for job creation, economic recovery and a transition towards a sustainable growth model” 
(Barroso, 2014)32. 

                                                             
30  see also (2013/2135(INI)) EP legislation (COM(2013)0169) (COM(2013)0711) (COM(2008)0781) Energy Security 
(COM(2011)0665) Common energy market  
31 DG Climate Action, EU Action on Climate, (8 May, 2015) http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/brief/eu/ 
32 GREEN PAPER A 2030 framework for climate and energy policies, (27/03/2013), COM/2013/0169, European Parliament, 
retrieved from, http://www.ipex.eu/IPEXL-WEB/dossier/document/COM20130169.do  
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Recent geo-strategic tensions with Russia and in the Ukraine heightened these concerns33 

(Youngs, 2014). And specifically, the dependency many EU countries have on Russian oil and 

natural gas imports (Eurostat, 2014) configure energy as a multidimensional concern34 (Youngs, 

2014). In this context, a particular way to pursue energy independence, security and sustainabil-

ity for the 2030 framework is the common internal energy market35 (COM/2012/0663) seeking 

to enable inter-European energy transfers36. Still, the EC maintains its rhetorical stance: “the in-

ternal market is not an end in itself;” it is a way to avoid being “faced with a less reliable and 

more costly European energy system, declining EU competitiveness and wealth, and slow pro-

gress towards decarbonisation” (COM/2012/0663, p. 2). Coupled with these concerns, the energy 

dimension in European climate policies was further emphasized by the decision to merge energy 

and climate portfolios under the Junker cabinet (2013). Chaired by the Spanish Commissioner 

Miguel Cañete, its mission letter clearly emphasized his support role to the Vice-President of 

Energy Union (former DG Energy.) 

4.1.2.4. DG CLIMA (2010-2014) 

In 2010, in the aftermath of COP15 negotiation gridlock, the EC reiterated its commitment to an 

international leadership role on climate matters (Hedegaard, 201137). The nomination of the se-

cond Barroso Cabinet announced a brand new Directorate General for Climate Action (DG 

CLIMA). Contradicting initial rumors (MEP Letter to Barroso, 2008), the EC marked an official 

separation between DG Environment, DG Energy and DG Climate Action. According to Barroso 

the Directorate had a clear cross-departmental integrative rationale and mission38 (Barroso, 2010):  
“We need to show that we have not given up on our ambitions [after Copenhagen], even if 
many of our partners found it easier to limit themselves to the lowest common denominator. We 
should rather show our commitment to press ahead with delivery – implementing our climate 
and energy package showing how tackling climate change is a dynamic element in a strategy for 

                                                             
33  Junker Mission Letter to Cañete, http://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/cwt/files/commissioner_mission_letters/arias-
canete_en.pdf.pdf President Junker’s Mission Letter to Miguel Arias Cañete, (2015) http://ec.europa.eu/commission/2014-
2019/arias-canete_en  
34 Youngs,(2014), A New Geopolitics of EU Energy Security, Carnagie Europe, http://carnegieeurope.eu/publications/?fa=56705  
35 see also (2013/2135(INI))), 2030 framework for climate and energy policies, European Commission 
36 Communication From The Commission To The European Parliament, The Council, The European Economic And Social 
Committee And The Committee Of The Regions Making the internal energy market work, (13/10/2014), COM/2014/0634 final, 
Progress towards completing the Internal Energy Market, retrieved from: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/NOT/?uri=CELEX:52014DC0634 
37 Hedegaard, C, (13 December, 2011), Europe has brought about a new phase in global climate policy, The Guardian, retrieved 
from:  http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2011/dec/13/europe-global-climate-policy-durban 
38 Hedegaard, C., (October, 15, 2012), Climate Change Conference 2012: Security, resilience and diplomacy, Conference Chat-
ham House, retrieved from: http://www.chathamhouse.org/file/connie-hedegaard-–-climate-change-conference-2012-security-
resilience-and-diplomacy%C2%A0  
; European Commission, (15 October, 2012), http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_CLDR-12-35_fr.doc 
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growth by creating jobs and boosting energy security under the Europe 2020 approach that I 
presented and we discussed last week.” (Barroso, 2010)39 

Working to overcome the underwhelming achievements of Copenhagen, Barroso vowed that the 

EU would both maintain its internal commitment to binding 2020 internal targets (Barroso, 

2009), and that it would persist with the same style of international leadership by example (Bar-

roso, 2010). Hedegaard was mandated to deepen the “work we are already doing to tackle cli-

mate change…[and] act as a powerful lever for others to follow” in what was “a genuinely col-

lective approach” (Barroso, 2010)40. 

The creation of DG CLIMA – discussed in the Commission for over two years – is announced in 

2010. The DG meant to externally reassert the EU’s international leadership role (Barroso, 

2010); while internally, Connie Hedegaard, was mandated to attain EU’s 20-20-20 – leading the 

way to an internal market for energy, energy efficiency and the pursuit of renewable energy 

technologies and infrastructure. Additionally, efforts focused on cutting GHG emissions, and on 

developing and implementing the EU-ETS  – first within Europe, and then to promote links with 

other carbon trading schemes with a look at building an international carbon market – were also 

particularly emphasized. The rationale, as explained both by Barroso and Hedegaard, was trans-

versal: aiming to promote climate across all policy areas in a coherent and integrated manner 

(Hedegaard, 2012).  

The establishment of DG CLIMA in 2010 addressed concerns first voiced in 2009 by Members 

of the European Parliament (MEPs) that supported an independent portfolio for climate.  Con-

cerned with conflicts of interest and preferring the adoption of a cross-cutting approach to cli-

mate issues, MEPs defended a “transversal and sustainable approach, looking at industrial emis-

sions, transport, energy, buildings, agriculture, development and foreign policy”41 (MEP Open 

Letter 7th of May 200942), – thus qualifying as a stand-alone portfolio. Despite the otherwise 

common mix of energy and climate on a national level (e.g. Finland, Denmark, UK, Belgium all 

had “mixed” ministries), a cross-partisan strand of thought in Parliament (that included Barroso’s 

                                                             
39 MEMO/10/41 MEMO/10/41, Letter of President Barroso to EU Heads of State and Government on climate action, 18 February 
2010, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-10-41_en.htm  
40 MEMO/10/41 
41  “Barroso warned not to split environment, climate portfolios”, , (23/11/2009,), Euractiv, retrieved from:   
http://www.euractiv.com/climate-change/barroso-warned-split-environment-news-223015 : Press Articles, MEPs alarmed by 
plans for new DG energy and climate, (May 12, 2009), ENDS Europe, retrieved from:  http://www.endseurope.com/21318  
42 MEPs' letter to the European Commission – ENDS Europe MEPs' letter to the European Commission - ENDS Europe 
www.endseurope.com/docs/90512a.doc  
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own EPP) managed to prevail, and in 2010 the Danish Commissioner Hedegaard was chosen to 

implement the horizontal mainstreaming strategy. 

In 2014 concerns about DG CLIMA began to resurface with the end of Barroso’s term and the 

formation of the new Junker cabinet. The announcement of a new post of Vice President for En-

ergy Union and the nomination of the Miguel Arias Cañete as Commissioner for Climate and 

Energy were surrounded by controversy. As the former minister of Agriculture in Spain, 

Cañete’s work in two oil companies and respective possession of shares made for difficult ap-

proval hearings43. MEPs wrote: “A year before the conclusion of a new global climate agree-

ment, this is not the right time to send the opposite signal by not appointing a dedicated climate 

action Commissioner” (Guardian, 12 Sep, 2014)44. Although Junker had stated that the direc-

torates would remain distinct, both areas report to Cañete on what was pronounced as a move to 

maintain a single and strong European voice on climate change (Junker, 2014)45.  

Junker’s option of merging climate and energy ultimately underscores the centrality that energy 

– and especially, energy security and independence – both in the rationale for the European 

Strategy for Energy and Climate Change 2020 targets, and DG CLIMA’s mandate. Despite the 

departmental independence initially consigned in the second Barroso cabinet, DG CLIMA’s 

mandate was deeply bound to a policy focus set by the energy agenda (efficiency, renewable 

technologies and independence). Although the directorate was conceived with a crosscutting uni-

fying rationale, both the focus of its mandate, and the wording chosen for the Climate and Ener-

gy Package (2008), brought this link to light. That is, more than necessarily consigning climate 

to a secondary or background role, these developments demonstrated the difficulties that the cli-

mate had of taking off from the agenda set by more immediate energy and economic concerns.  

                                                             
43 “One environment committee member, the German social-democrat Jo Leinen, told the Guardian there was “no guarantee” that 
Miguel Arias Cañete would be confirmed at European Parliament hearings, which have powers to send back proposed commis-
sioner lists to Juncker. In his declaration of interests, the former Spanish agriculture and environment minister lists holdings in 
two oil companies, Ducor SL and Petrologis Canarias SL, as well as work as a lawyer. The current worth of his stock is unknown 
but Cañete valued the shares at €326,000 (£259,000) in a Spanish government interests statement in 2011. His office declined to 
respond to any questions about the matter.” 
.”; Neslen, A., (12 September, 2014), New EU energy and climate commissioner 'must drop oil shares', The Guardian, retrieved 
from: http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/sep/12/new-eu-energy-and-climate-commissioner-must-drop-oil-shares 
44 Neslen, A., (12 September, 2014), New EU energy and climate commissioner 'must drop oil shares',  
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/sep/12/new-eu-energy-and-climate-commissioner-must-drop-oil-sharesThe 
Guardian, retrieved from: http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/sep/12/new-eu-energy-and-climate-commissioner-
must-drop-oil-shares 
45 Junker’s Mission Letter to Cañete, (2014), retrieved from: http://ec.europa.eu/commission/2014-2019/arias-canete_en  
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4.1.2.5. EU-ETS (2005) 
The European Emission Trading System (EU-ETS) was created in 2005 to introduce a market-

based approach to emissions reductions. Regarded as a pivotal EU’s climate policy centerpiece, 

the system focused on the power generating and manufacturing sectors. The essence of the cap-

and-trade system consisted of carbon allowances enabling companies to exceed individual CO2 

emission targets by means of exchanges with ‘greener’ companies. The scheme aimed to pro-

mote carbon reduction via market-based mechanism that made pollution more onerous for less 

efficient companies46.  

Introduced in 2003 (Directive 2003/87/EC), the EU-ETS has been revised in 2009 (Directive 

2009/29/EC) with the objective of improving and extending the GHG emissions allowance from 

2013 onwards. After a first trading period (2005-2007), the EU-ETS’s second phase (2008-2012) 

extended the market to Norway, Iceland and Lichtenstein while allowances were cut by 6.5 per-

cent. Taking into account problems with stock and allowance over allocation, the third stage of 

exchange introduced reforms. Planned to span between 2013 and 2020, the principal modifica-

tions of this stage include: the inclusion of Croatia, the introduction of an EU-wide cap on emis-

sions (corresponding to a 1.74 percent annual reduction), and a gradual shift from a cost-free al-

location system to a market where allowances can be auctioned. These modifications brought 

significant changes on emissions ceilings; no longer based on national, but on a single EU-wide 

cap. The third phase of the EU ETS is estimated to cover more than 11.000 heavy energy-using 

facilities in the power-generation and manufacturing industries in 31 countries  (EU28 plus EEA 

countries: Norway, Lichtenstein and Iceland). As a result of the work developed on the ECCP II, 

the EU ETS covers about 45 percent of the EU GHG emissions (including flight operators) (DG 

CLIMA, 2013). The system projected to extend its regulatory purview to other industries47 (such 

as aviation, namely in flights within and between EU-ETS countries), and GHG other than CO2.  

                                                             
46 The ETS intended to promote industrial investment in low-polluting technologies by allowing more carbon efficient companies 
to bank on unused emission allowances. 
47 This process has been highly contentious. Specifically regarding aviation emissions (approved in 2008 for enforcement in 2013) 
emissions on all flights both within and EU would begin to be tallied as of 1 January 2012. Criticized by the aviation industry, in 
April 2013 the EC opted to adopt a stop the clock proviso moving enforcement to April of 2014. However, laterLater in 2013 the 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) formally settled on a market-based cap mechanism for international aviation on 
a global scale. As per agreement, this mechanism was to be developed by 2016 with the purpose of capping air transport pollu-
tion at 2020 levels. 
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4.1.2.6. Overview of Key Supranational Legislative Action  
Overall, Commission, Council, and Parliament have aligned their positions and pursued substan-

tive climate legislation multiple times. Since 2000 roughly major 58 legislative bills have been 

passed regulating: GHG emissions (7); EU-ETS (24); effort sharing decision (2); Carbon Capture 

and Storage (2); Transport/fuels (7); Ozone layer protection (5); Fluorinated Gases (11); Forests 

and Agriculture (1). The overview of EU climate change legislation is presented in table 2.  

Table 2 – Overview of Substantive Climate Legislation, Regulatory Action, and Programs 
EU CLIMATE CHANGE POLICY 

European Climate Change Pro-
gramme (ECCP) 

Strategy on climate change: foundations of the strategy 
Strategy on climate change for 2020 and beyond 
Launching the European Climate Change Programme (ECCP) 

Reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions  

Reducing greenhouse gases by 2020 
Greenhouse gas: reducing emissions by 20 % or more by 2020 
Mechanism for monitoring greenhouse gas emissions 
Greenhouse gas emission allowance trading scheme 
Reduction in fluorinated greenhouse gases 

Monitoring and adapting to the 
consequences of climate change 

European Earth monitoring programme (GMES) 
Adapting to Climate Change Archives 
Civil Protection Mechanism 
Flood management and evaluation 
Combating deforestation 
Fight against illegal logging 

International Negotiation Kyoto Protocol on climate change 
Implementing the Kyoto Protocol 
Global climate change alliance 
Climate change in the context of development cooperation 

LESS POLLUTING, MORE EFFICIENT ENERGY 

Common energy market and securi-
ty and sustainability of supply 

An Energy Policy for Europe 
Community framework for the taxation of energy products and electricity 
Sustainable power generation from fossil fuels 
Demonstration of the capture and storage of CO2 

Energy efficiency 

Energy efficiency for the 2020 goal 
Action Plan for Energy Efficiency (2007-12) 
Green Paper on energy efficiency 
Towards a European Strategic Energy Technology Plan 

Renewable energy 

Promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources 
Renewable Energy Road Map 
Biomass Action Plan 
EU strategy for biofuels 

TRANSPORT 

Transport policy  
Freight transport logistics in Europe 
White paper: European transport policy for 2010Archives 

Road and air transport 

Taxation of heavy goods vehicles: Eurovignette Directive 
Passenger car related taxes 
Aviation and climate change 
Framework for creation of the Single European Sky (SES) 
Single European Sky II 
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Clean Sky 
Internalisation of external transport costs 

Transport by rail and waterways and 
intermodality 

White Paper: A strategy for revitalising the Community's railways 
Promotion of inland waterway transport “NAIADES” 
Programme for the promotion of short sea shipping 
Strategy to reduce atmospheric emissions from seagoing ships 
The Marco Polo II programme 
Maritime Policy Green Paper 

COMPETITIVE, RESPONSIBLE COMPANIES 
Measures directed at Companies Environmental liability 

AGRICULTURE AND LAND-USE PLANNING TO BENEFIT THE ENVIRONMENT 
Land and land-use management, 
e.g. carbon storage and the promo-
tion of low-emission activities. 

Carbon dioxide capture and geological storage 
Thematic strategy for soil protection 
Landfill of waste 
Production and labelling of organic products 

ADAPTED FRAMEWORK FOR INNOVATION 

Direct and indirect financial assis-
tance packages to support innovative 
projects and technological develop-
ment 

SET-Plan for the development of low carbon technologies 
Seventh Framework Programme (2007 to 2013) 
Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP) (2007-
2013) 
Action plan in favor of environmental technologies 
Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET Plan) 

source: European Commission, http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/environment/tackling_climate_change/index_en.htm 

 

4.2. Climate Change Policies in the United States  

4.2.1. Decision-Making and Governmental Structure in the United States 

The United States government follows the Madisonian model of separation of powers. With a 

system of checks and balances, the federal system of government distributes political power be-

tween the federal government and fifty states. Therefore, the American political system is divid-

ed between three main branches (executive, legislative and judicial) and three separate institu-

tions (President, Congress, Supreme Court).  

The bicameral legislature system (or Congress) allows members of either the Senate or the 

House of Representatives to introduce bills. The first stage in the “life” of a bill involves consid-

eration by a Committee. If reported by the Committee, the bill reaches the floor of the House. As 

soon as the bill is approved by one of the Houses, it follows to the other, where it may pass, be 

rejected, or amended. The transformation from bill to law requires: a) that both Houses agree on 

identical versions, and b) the President’s signature and approval. If the President opts to veto a 

bill, only a two-‐‐thirds majority vote in both chambers can overrule that decision. Thus, passing 
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federal laws is an extremely complex process that involves an effort of calibration and alignment 

between different federal powers designed to counterbalance and oppose each other.  

Administrative agencies are yet another dimension of the American government. Considered the 

fourth branch of government (Smith and Licari, 2006; Sussman et al., 2002), agencies derive 

their power from Congress and the President. By virtue of their specialized and technical nature, 

agencies play a crucial role throughout the multiple phases of the policy process48. Charged with 

a priori assessments, on-going monitoring and ex-post appraisals; agency bureaucratic interven-

tion is legitimized by the technical competence of its specialists, and the scientific nature of the 

assessments it produces.  

4.2.2. US Climate Change Policies  

4.2.2.1. The Presidency and Climate Change  
Unlike the EU, the US has signed the Kyoto Protocol, but has not enforced or ratified it. As such, 

in spite of being on of the largest contributors of greenhouse gases in the world (in million metric 

tons of CO2, EPA49), the U.S. is not bound by the terms of the Protocol. The Bush administration 

was particularly controversial in this regard: the veracity of global climate change was chal-

lenged, and claims that Kyoto rules were based on “unproven science” (Parenteau, 2004). While 

the Kyoto protocol remains to be ratified by the Obama Administration, particularly in the se-

cond term, the Administration has voiced its support for the scientific basis, while it has also en-

dorsed a more pro-active stance.  

After more than a decade of controversy and entrenched debates about the sufficiency of evi-

dence, the last years were marked by polarization, gridlock and only a modest amount of policy 

outcomes. Early into his first presidential term, George W. Bush alienated many scientists – es-

pecially biomedical scientists and research advocates with the decision to limit public funding 

for embryonic stem cell research. His reiterated skepticism about climate change and his opposi-

tion to the Kyoto Protocol, along with a generally anti-regulatory stance on environmental mat-

ters, health issues, and consumer protection policies – among other controversial political incli-

nations – fed the notion of the subservience of science to suit the needs of a political agenda 

(Sarewtiz, 2009). The years of the Bush Administration (2001-2009) were particularly notorious 

                                                             
48 For a more detailed discussion, see Keller (2009) 
49Global Greenhouse Gas Emissions Data, EPA, Retrieved from: http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/global.html  
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on what concerns the politicization and manipulation of scientific evidence. In addition to refus-

ing to ratify the Kyoto Protocol and signing comprehensive legislation on climate change, the 

Bush administration also faced various accusations: including abuse of science; political interfer-

ence in science and yielding to organized industrial interests (Union of Concerned Scientists, 

2004; report, 200350).  

In 200951, the election of President Barack Obama announced a change of tides52. Recently 

elected, the President announced the goal of cutting emissions in the range of 17 percent below 

2005 levels in 2020. Throughout the first term, the Administration’s efforts to cut carbon emis-

sions were principally manifested in investments in renewable energy technologies sponsored by 

the recovery program, the establishment of fuel economy standards, and the implementation of 

energy efficiency measures. Early into the second term, President Obama launched the Climate 

Action Plan focusing on cutting carbon pollution, preparing for the impacts of climatic changes, 

and asserting the administration’s interest in a position of international leadership.	   

The level of attention devoted to climate change policy during both Obama terms reveals a pat-

tern of increasing thematic salience and policy resolute. In spite of the absence of a debate on 

climate change during the 2012 elections (NYT, 10.25.201253), and the election of an adversarial 

Congress, climate change was a particularly prominent theme during the presidential agenda for 

the second term. In addition to the new White House strategy announced in June 2013, climate 

change has been a key protagonist of the inaugural speech, the State of Union address (2015), the 

President’s executive action (Sep. 201454) and an international agreement with China (2014).  

Announced at the UN Climate Summit, the Executive Order stated that “the U.S. continues to 

lead international efforts to combat global climate change and prepare for its impacts” (White 
                                                             
50 Henry A. Waxman, (2003,), US House of Representatives, Committee on Government Reform, August 2003, Politics and 
Science in the Bush Administration ([[ http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~scotch/science_policy/Bush_Admin.pdf, Henry A. Waxman) 
51 In his speech, he stressed the need for Congress to act on this divisive issue: “""The days of Washington dragging its heels are 
over," he said, adding that "it will be the policy of my administration to reverse our dependence on foreign oil while building a 
new energy economy that will create millions of jobs.”."."; Address Of The President To The Nation (January 31, 2009), re-
trieved from: https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2009/01google.com  
52 “I’ll tell you what my green dream is: that we finally face up to climate change…I don’t intend on ending this four years with-
out getting an awful lot more done. Keep the faith.”Keep the faith.”, President Obama, 2013,  
http://science.time.com/2013/01/22/obama-talked-climate-change-in-his-inaugural-address-now-can-he-do-something-about-it/  
53 Broder, J. (October 25, 2012), Both Romney and Obama Avoid Talk of Climate Change, The New York Times, Retrieved from: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/10/26/us/politics/climate-change-nearly-absent-in-the-campaign.html?_r=0 
54 Office of the Press Secretary, (September 23, 2014), FACT SHEET: President Obama Announces New Actions To Strengthen 
Global Resilience To Climate Change And Launches Partnerships To Cut Carbon Pollution, The White House, retrieved from:  
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/09/23/fact-sheet-president-obama-announces-new-actions-strengthen-global-
resil 
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House, 09.23.2014). The order’s scope was varied and extensive and followed a division of labor 

between mitigation and adaptation remarked in the fifth IPCC assessment report (AR5). Its stated 

aims included:  

“improved and extended extreme weather risk outlooks to help avoid loss of life and property; 
data, tools and services to enable countries to better prepare for the impacts of climate change, 
including a new release of global elevation data; and an announcement of a new public-private 
partnership to ensure that the climate data, tools, and products made available by U.S. technical 
agencies are useful to developing countries. The President also announced a new Executive Or-
der requiring Federal agencies to factor climate resilience into the design of their international 
development programs and investments.” (White House, 09.23.2014)55 

With an eminently technical focus, the order focused on data collection, release and use, as well 

as the inclusion of a new technical indicator: climate resilience.  In this manner, a technical van-

tage point enabled Presidential policy to impact both the internal U.S. debate, as well as inculcate 

changes in the orientation of external development aid policy. By using authority already em-

bedded in the law, President Obama was able to bypass an adversarial Congress and pass legisla-

tion promoting a “low-carbon, clean-energy economy [that] can be an engine of growth for dec-

ades to come. America will build that engine. America will build the future, a future that’s clean-

er, more prosperous and full of good jobs” (White House, 31.05.2014)56.   

In the press release following the announcement of the Executive Order, tangible accomplish-

ments such as the lowest level of GHG emissions in two decades in 2012 were considered along-

side a larger policy rationale. The Factsheet following the announcement framed the decision as 

a coherent part of a whole, not an extemporaneous exception. Not only did the Executive Order 

align with “new international climate change partnership,” but it also “buil[t] on the President’s 

Climate Action Plan” (White House, 23.09.2014). Reaching beyond the short-term, the order’s 

rationale had its eye on a “pragmatic global climate agreement in 2015, and intends to put for-

ward a robust post-2020 climate commitment in the context of other major economies doing the 

same” (White House, September 23, 2014). 

Along similar lines, President Obama’s Climate Action Plan (2013) articulates a clear problem-

solution nexus: a) the weather is getting more extreme, and these extremes come at a high finan-

cial cost; b) carbon pollution is driving climate change; yet, “we’re still contributing to the prob-
                                                             
55  https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/09/23/fact-sheet-president-obama-announces-new-actions-strengthen-
global-resilSee footnote 54 
56 Office of the Press Secretary, (May 31, 2014), Weekly Address: Reducing Carbon Pollution in Our Power Plants, The White 
House, https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/05/31/weekly-address-reducing-carbon-pollution-our-power-plants 
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lem” (Climate Action Plan, 201357). Based on this set-up, the solution lies with: i) reducing car-

bon pollution from power plants; ii) accelerating clean energy leadership; iii) building 21st centu-

ry clean energy infrastructure; iv) cutting energy waste in homes, businesses, and factories; v) 

reducing other GHG emissions; and vi) assert federal leadership.  

In order to purse these policy avenues in the midst of congressional gridlock and polarizing ideo-

logical battles, the Action Plan articulates a rationale premised both on how scientifically sound 

and ethically responsible these actions are. In this light, the Plan emphasizes that “[w]hile no 

single step can reverse the effects of climate change, we have a moral obligation to future gener-

ations to leave them a planet that is not polluted or damaged” (Action Plan, 2013, p. 1, emphasis 

added). In the case for action asserted in the Plan, it is declared that the effective and immediate 

impacts of climate change are already taking place in the Unites States; but what is more, the 

costs and benefits of pro-status-quo business-as-usual attitude are also quantified. On the side of 

the costs, poor health, damages from extreme weather events and high-energy costs are listed. 

Conversely, benefits hinge on the energy efficiency of families – and respective savings entailed. 

In addition, addressing climatic change is also articulated as a matter of preparedness:  “a chal-

lenge uniquely suited to America’s strengths. Our scientists will design new fuels, and our farm-

ers will grow them” (Action Plan, 2013, p. 5).  Overall, climate change is portrayed as the largest 

challenge the country is confronted with, both because of its global scale, and because of its quo-

tidian aspects. Here, science plays a fundamental supporting role as it can both help with new 

technologies and more complete knowledge58; but ultimately, decisions also hinge on political 

will and the purposive interpretation of moral imperative argued for by policymakers. 

The U.S.-China Joint Announcement on Climate Change (November, 2014) follows in the steps 

of the reiterated commitment to reduce carbon emissions and address global climate issues. The 

agreement sets some groundwork for the United Nations Paris Climate Conference of 2015. Ac-

cording to the White House, the announcement of each country’s respective post-2020 actions on 

                                                             
57 Climate Change and President Obama’s Action Plan, The White House, https://www.whitehouse.gov/climate-change  
58 The Plan relies on using sound science to manage climate impacts (III) as a means to: i) develop actionable climate science; ii) 
assessing climate change impacts in the USA; iii) launch a climate data initiative; and iv) provide a toolkit for climate resilience. 
Along these lines, investment in science concerns both “not ced[ing] to other nations the technology that will power new jobs and 
new industries”, as well as “a cleaner and more stable environment” (Plan, 2013, p.1). 
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climate change “reflected the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities…in light of 

different national circumstances” (White House, 12 November 201459).  

The White House announced “an ambitious but achievable target to reduce greenhouse gas emis-

sions in the US in the range of 26 to 28 percent below 2005 levels by 2025,” while China “an-

nounced its intent to peak carbon emissions around 2030 and to double its share of zero-carbon 

energy to 20 percent” (White House, November 11, 201460). The Administration framed the 

agreement as part of “the Administration’s steady efforts to reduce emissions…deliver ever-

larger carbon pollution reductions, public health improvements and consumer savings over time 

and provide a firm foundation to meet the new U.S. target” (White House, 11.11.2014) of 1.2 

percent carbon pollution reduction per year. But in addition, it also reiterated the commitment to 

leave Paris, not with an Accord like in Copenhagen, but with a binding document. Lastly, the 

agreement was deemed as a success given the fact that for “the first time China has agreed to 

peak its CO2 emissions” (White House, November 11, 2014).  

4.2.2.2. Climate Change and Congress  
The passing of new energy and climate change legislation in Congress is both a lengthy and 

complex process. This is partly owed to the comprehensiveness and level of detail inscribed in 

the bills introduced (e.g. specifying clear financial commitments and monitoring mechanisms), 

as well as the alignments between political forces required. Although few direct legislative acts 

have been passed over the past decade (Table 3), the 110th Congress (2007-2008) introduced 

climate-related legislation at a faster pace than any of its predecessors. Until the end of the con-

gressional term, lawmakers had introduced 302 bills, resolutions, and amendments specifically 

targeting climate change and GHG emissions.  

Between 1998 and 2002, both Democrats and moderate Republicans tried to introduce bills that 

claimed to address climate change. However, due to their timid defense, these attempts failed to 

advance in the legislative process. In 2003 and 2005, Senators McCain (R-AZ) and Lieberman 

(D-CT) tried again to pass the Climate Stewardship Act, but their efforts were met with the con-

tinuing reluctance of Congress to act in the areas of climate. Still, the momentum for mandatory 

                                                             
59  U.S.-China Joint Announcement on Climate Change, (November 11, 2014),The White House, Retrieved from:  
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/11/11/us-china-joint-announcement-climate-change 
60FACT SHEET: U.S.-China Joint Announcement on Climate Change and Clean Energy Cooperation,  (November 11, 2014), 
The White House, retrieved from:  https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/11/11/fact-sheet-us-china-joint-
announcement-climate-change-and-clean-energy-c 
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emissions limits appeared to be growing, and by the summer of 2006, many Senate leaders tried 

to design an approach that could be accepted by businesses and gain the endorsement of the con-

gressional majority. 

Table 3 – Overview of bills introduced and passed by partisan breakdown 

 

Total Bills Introduced Became 
Law Dem. Rep. 

114th 2015/16 60 43 51 

 

40 17 

113th 2013/14 229 199 217 4 143 82 

112th 2011/12 204 174 184 6 112 90 

111th 2009/10 359 303 342 13 281 74 

110th 2007/08 302 245 287 11 240 57 

109th 2005/06 80 67 76 2 37 42 

108th 2003/04 50 46 45 4 14 35 

107th 2001/02 71 62 62 8 37 34 

                                 Source: congress.gov                        

In addition to these attempts, most Congressional proposals have particularly hinged on renewa-

ble energy and energy efficiency legislation. During the 110th Congressional session (2009-

2010), the Senate’s Committee on Energy and Natural Resources examined more than 30 pro-

posals that contained a climate change dimension. The proposed bills tended to stress the im-

portance of assuring American leadership in the renewable energy sectors and energy efficiency 

technologies. Additionally, they also focused on guaranteeing that climate change regulation did 

not impose negative impacts on trade and competitiveness – especially vis-à-vis emerging econ-

omies like China and India. 

Following the election of Pres. Obama, the 111th session opened with high expectations for cli-

mate policy. In line with the President’s statement placing a comprehensive climate and energy 

bill at the top of his priorities, Congress increased the rhythm of legislation introduced with a 

total of 359 legal acts. Despite these attempts, the large majority of such efforts failed. Among 

one of the most significant examples was the American Clean Energy and Security Bill (ACES), 

or the “Waxman-Markey Bill”. Although the ACES passed in the House of Representatives in 

June 2009, the Senate rejected it. Following this failure, the Senate proceeded to draft several 

bills, which, without exception, all failed to generate sufficient support and reach the floor of the 
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Senate. Consequently, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D) proposed a more limited Energy 

Bill that focused on the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, the promotion of natural gas vehicles, 

home energy renovations and financing for the Land and Water Conservation Fund. Yet again 

these attempts failed to generate sufficient backing, and eventually all draft bills, including the 

ACES Bill (which had passed in the House), expired and were deleted from the books. 

In the following session, the 112th Congress was dominated by budget gridlock and a govern-

ment shutdown. After this tête-à-tête, an agreement was reached requiring a cut of $40 billion in 

federal spending. Although this fiscal impasse did not impact the EPA’s authority to regulate 

GHGs, a number of financial and organizational changes were made. Both funding for NOAA’s 

Climate Service, along with the position of Assistant to President for Energy and Climate 

Change was cut. But adding to this, commitments to international climate financial efforts were 

also reduced61. 

In the 113th session 229 bills specifically focusing on climate change were introduced, but yet 

again, very few succeeded. Congress voted on 48 legal acts, and about 36 passed the House, with 

35 percent of these aiming to limit the EPA’s GHG regulatory authority (Ramseur, 201462). 

Among those bills signed by the President is bill P.L. 113-79 – or “Farm Bill”. Among other 

provisions, the bill reauthorized the Office of International Forestry to revise the strategic plan 

for forestry inventory to include information on renewable biomass supplies and carbon stocks. 

Additionally, the House passed three other bills: i) H.R. 2641 (March 6, 2014) prohibiting a 

overseeing agency from using the social cost of carbon in an environmental review or decision-

making process; ii) H.R. 3826 (March 6, 2014) prohibiting the EPA from issuing a rule that 

would establish GHG performance standards at electric generators unless specific conditions are 

met; and iii) H.R. 367 (August 2, 2013) requiring that any rule providing that the enforcement of 

a carbon tax has to be submitted both to Congress and President before its enactment. 

Finally, the 113th Congress has introduced several bills that directly refer to climate change. In 

spite of the dominant political contentiousness, the 113th congressional session has experienced 

considerable legislative action in the domain of climate change policy (Table 4). Actions remain 

divided between the desire to empower the regulatory capacity of the EPA, and the willingness 
                                                             
61 Natural Resources Defense Council, 2014 Anti-Environmental Budget Riders, http://www.nrdc.org/legislation/2014-riders.asp 
62 Ramseur, J., (March 12, 2014), Climate Change Legislation in the 113th Congress, Congressional Research Service, retrieved 
from: https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43230.pdf 
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to hinder its ability to regulate GHG emissions under the Clean Air Act. Consequently, polariza-

tion and gridlock have remained the crucial dynamic forces shaping climate policy at the highest 

echelons of US federal policymaking efforts. More than necessarily an expression of populism at 

work, this situation gives indication of the engrained nature of the adversarial ethos. Standing 

between polar opposites, political actors within Congress seem unable to reduce the plasticity of 

policy options, and foment conditions of mutual trust.    

Table 4 – Bills referring to climate change introduced during the 113th Congressional session 
Bills introduced by the 113th Congress referring directly to climate change  
233 climate-specific bills were introduced, surpassing the 113 introduced during the 112th Con-
gress (2011-2012), and coming close to the 235 of the 110th Congress (2008-2009). 
144 of the bills (62%) support climate action in some way. 
48 bills are intended to build resilience to climate impacts, compared with nine introduced in the previ-
ous Congress. 
26 bills supporting climate action have bipartisan co-sponsorship. Nine of them promote energy effi-
ciency. 
58 bills, 11 of them bipartisan, would block or hinder EPA’s authority to regulate greenhouse gas emis-
sions under the Clean Air Act. Four such bills passed the House, but none passed the Senate. 
16 bills supporting climate action were written by Republicans, while nine bills opposing climate action 
were written by Democrats, showing that while there are exceptions, climate issues continue to largely 
fall along partisan lines. 
19 bills would block or hinder federal agencies from using the social cost of carbon in federal rulemak-
ing. 
4 bills seek to reduce short-lived climate pollutants. 

Source: http://www.c2es.org/federal/congress/113    

4.2.2.3. Climate Change and the States  

Despite the unremarkable accomplishments in terms of comprehensive climate legislation, indi-

vidual states have shown more dynamism and initiative.   

In 1997, Oregon initiated state-level climate policy efforts when Governor of Oregon, John 

Kitzhaber, signed the first law setting carbon dioxide standards for new energy facilities in the 

state. Following this initiative, in 2000 New Jersey established state targets for reducing green-

house gas emissions (based on voluntary public and private Programs), and in 2001 Massachu-

setts became the first state to establish a CO2 emission cap for power plants. Since then, multiple 

states (Table 5 and 6) have authorized an ample range of climate change measures. 
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Table 5 – Key State level legislative initiatives 

States like California and New York, or cities like Portland and Philadelphia, have developed 

plans tailored to the specific characteristics of each state’s resource base, economy, and political 

structure. In addition, there are currently 34 States with climate change action plans (EPA) in 

place. These state plans lay out individual state strategies and specific policy recommendations 

to tackle climate issues and reduce its GHG emissions. In addition to setting their own goals, 

states are also taking concerted action in through multi-state initiatives such as the Western Cli-

mate Initiative and the Pacific Coast Collaborative (table 6). 

Key State Area of Legislation States 

Economy-Wide Greenhouse Gas Re-
ductions 

Hawaii HB 226 

Minnesota SF 145 

California Cap-and-Trade Program 

State Climate Change Commissions 

Alaska Climate Impact Assessment Commission  

Arkansas Governor's Commission on Global 
Warming  

North Carolina Legislative Commission on Glob-
al Climate Change  
Arizona Climate Action Initiative 
Kansas Executive Order 08-03 

Climate Action Plans 
Connecticut Climate Action Plan  

Maine Climate Action Plan 

Colorado Climate Action Plan 

Greenhouse Gas Reporting 

California Climate Action Registry 
Wisconsin Legislation 
West Virginia Inventory and Reporting  
The Climate Registry 

Greenhouse Gas Performance Stand-
ards for Electric Power 

California SB 1368 

Washington SB 6001 

Minnesota Out-of-State Carbon Sequestration 

Greenhouse Gas Performance      
Standards Vehicles 

California AB 1493 

New Jersey Vehicle Emissions Standards Legisla-
tion 

Washington Vehicle Emissions Standards Legis-
lation 

States Poised to Adopt California's Vehicle 
Greenhouse Gas Standards 

California Vehicle Standards 

Emissions Reductions in the Transpor-
tation Sector 

Washington HB 2815 

Source: National Caucus of Environmental Legislators; http://www.ncel.net/ 
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Table 6 – Multi-State initiatives 

Multi-State Initiatives 
North America 2050 
Western Climate Initiative 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative 
Pacific Coast Collaborative 
Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord  
Transportation and Climate Initiative 
Source: http://www.c2es.org/us-states-regions/regional-climate-initiatives  

4.2.2.4. The EPA and Climate Change 
The failure of Congress to pass federal legislation on climate change led the EPA – through its 

existing authority under the Clean Air Act – to promote a regulatory approach to climate change. 

Therefore, EPA activities have focused on collecting emissions data, evaluating policy options, 

promoting research and scientific knowledge, helping communities to adapt and developing 

partnerships with international as well as local and state actors (EPA63).   

In 2007, in Massachusetts v. Environmental Protection Agency, 549 U.S. 497 the Supreme Court 

ruled that the agency had authority to, under the Clean Air Act, regulate greenhouse gases. In 

December of 2009, the EPA finalized the “endangerment finding” included under the Clean Air 

Act. For the first time the regulation required the reporting of pollutants and their effect as GHG 

pollutants. Based on this, the agency also concluded in 2010 a regulation of GHG emission 

standards for cars and light trucks. Implementing these standards triggered the imposition of Best 

Available Control Technology for new major stationary sources of GHGs (January 2011). And, 

in May 2010 the EPA released the final version of the “tailoring” rule for GHG emissions. The 

rule stated that new or modified sources already subject to New Source Review, should also meet 

GHG requirements if they increased emissions by more than 75,000 tons of CO2 annually (June, 

2011). Other regulations limiting emissions were passed in 2011, and in March 2012 when the 

EPA announced a draft ruling limiting carbon pollution in new power plants. Additionally, and 

in response to President Obama’s Climate Change Plan (2013), the EPA has also issued a sup-

plemental proposal to the Clean Power Plan to address carbon pollution from affected power 

                                                             
63 Climate Change, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ 
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plants in Indian Country and U.S. territories (October 28, 2014), and proposed the Clean Power 

Plan to cut carbon emissions from existing power plants (June, 2, 2014) 64.  

In June 2014, the EPA proposed the Clean Power Plan, the first-ever carbon pollution standards 

for existing power plants. The regulation aims promote a 30 percent reduction in carbon pollu-

tion in the energy sector by 2030. Given that power plants are the largest emitter – about one-

third of all domestic GHG – regulating the energy sector has been particularly emphasized. But, 

in addition, the EPA has also exercised its regulatory power over the transportation and the in-

dustrial sector.  

Both these and other regulations not specified have endured a great deal of controversy. Oppo-

nents have argued against the high costs and consequent negative impacts on economic competi-

tiveness and jobs. Consequently, several Congressional bills have been presented – many of 

which have passed the House – trying to delay or repeal these regulations. Overall, sentiments 

about the EPA’s legitimacy follow the gravitational pull of political ideologies. While Republi-

cans are more reluctant regulators, Democrats are keener to adopt a pro-regulatory stance. This 

division had already been denoted above (Table 3) in the analysis of bills introduced where 

Democratic initiative outnumbered the amount of bills introduced by Republicans. But, what is 

more, this distribution also aligns with the ideological division detected by opinion polls (Pew 

Research Center, 2015; Gallup, 2014; 2013; 2012). According to Gallup (2014; 2013) and the 

Pew Research Center (2015; 2014) the likelihood that both the general public and scientists be-

lieve in anthropogenic climate change appears, for more than a decade, divided along ideological 

lines (Pew, 2015). Considering these three elements together, this ideological divide seems to 

inculcate a confirmation bias. Additionally, it also drives distrust among policymakers, aggra-

vates controversy, and fosters competition about the meaning and implications climate change.    

                                                             
64 Two public hearings were held and almost 3 million comments favoring the reduction of carbon pollution both from both new 
and existing power plants were submitted to the agency. http://www2.epa.gov/carbon-pollution-standards/regulatory-actions  
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5. Analysis 

This section compares the differences in policy outputs and approaches that distinguish European 

and US climate change policies. It focuses on how differences in administrative structures and 

political processes influence discourses about climate change and the respective content of policy 

decisions. Yet, although the influence of institutions is deemed as a necessary condition, it is not 

in itself sufficiently strong to explain their patterns of divergence. Rather, a consensus-seeking 

modus operandi and the ability to summon the political will of national representatives facilitates 

the realization of comprehensive policy in the EU. The stability of these working habits foments 

social trust among actors and a confluence of political interests that cannot be replicated in the 

populist case – where public and scientific opinion is more dispersed and attitudes polarized.  

5.1. Drivers and Deterrents of Climate Change Policy in the EU and US 

5.1.1. Governmental Structure and Administrative Apparatus 

The analysis of differences between EU and US policy outputs draws immediate attention to 

their different systems of government. The top-down European process where both administra-

tive and political actors jointly agree on a set of policy tools, shared goals, and financial systems, 

safeguards EU climate change debates from the open deliberations and fights about meaning that 

predominate the US populist context. Rather, in the European technocratic domain, fight takes 

place internally. Years of diplomatic talks, unofficial dialogues, and internal discussions between 

country delegates in the Council, Parliament, and the Commission foster a disposition to negoti-

ate. These systematic interactions shield disputes from the public eye and propitiate the emer-

gence of epistemic communities (Adler and Haas, 1992) and the observance of expert consensus 

– substantiating a shared European rhetoric articulated from Brussels. Assisted by an instrumen-

tal view of knowledge, expert recommendations are more easily assimilated into the Commis-

sion’s strict bureaucratic organization. With a severely hierarchical and protected professional 

civil service, the Commission possesses the experience and codified practices that both structure 

scientific input and exclude controversial views65. In addition, supranationality also promotes the 

                                                             
65 See also Brickman et al., 1985 
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diffusion of criticism. Atomized between national states and public spheres, opinions diverging 

from EU climate policy are unable to congregate and acquire a truly European dimension66.  

Within the EU, the UK67 and the Visegrad68 group exemplify hostile positions about the 2020 

and 2030 renewable energy goals (Visegrad, 2013)69. Advocating for a more flexible energy 

mix70 and against the high infrastructural costs at a time of economic austerity, these positions do 

not speak on a European level but rather give voice to national concerns. It is in this terrain that 

arguments criticizing the lack of a European public sphere and Europe’s democratic deficit gain 

dimension. While national preferences may be used as leverage at the negotiation table, in the 

EU it takes more than one country or a few governments to change the course of policy – espe-

cially when those transformations require major treaty reforms, as in the case of climate change.  

Conversely, the American system of the division of powers promotes adversarial disputes be-

tween different branches of government. In the previous section, differences between the atti-

tudes of President Bush and Obama, as well as between individual States, Congress and the EPA 

showed diverse predispositions to act. Contrary to the EU’s method of lengthy internal align-

ments towards a lowest common denominator71, in the US political polarization is a hindrance to 

a comprehensive approach. Conversely, federal gridlock had prompted States to take the initia-

tive from the bottom-up, while it has also made policy rely more on the EPA’s regulatory fine-

tuning of the Clean Air Act, and on Presidential initiatives. Hence, without the moderating power 

of a highly centralized and closed technocratic executive, fights about meaning become a matter 

of public dispute. 

Where the President, Congress, the courts, and executive agencies like the EPA all have distinct 

and independent roles in decision-making, attitudes and approaches to policy become fragmented. 

                                                             
66 As an example of this, consult, Keating, D, (5/3/2015), Energy ministers clash over nuclear power, Politico, 5/3/15 retrieved 
from: http://www.politico.eu/article/energy-ministers-clash-over-nuclear-power/  
67Wintour, P., (21 October, 2013), David Cameron hails nuclear power plant deal as big day for Britain, The Guardian, Retrieved 
from:  http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/oct/21/britain-nuclear-power-station-hinkley-edf 
68 Energy security of Visegrad region, (3 May, 2010) , Visegrad.info, retrieved from: http://www.visegrad.info/energy-security-
infrastrucutre/factsheet/energy-security-of-visegrad-region.html 
69 Krukowska, E., (January 21, 2014), Cameron Says EU Renewables Goal May Cost U.K. Billions, Bloomberg, retrieved from: 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-01-21/cameron-says-eu-renewables-goal-may-cost-u-k-billions 
Visegrad Group, 2013-2014 European Presidency, Main Priorities of the Hungarian Presidency of the Visegrad Group, 
http://www.visegradgroup.eu/documents/presidency-programs/20132014-hungarian 
70 The UK Department of Energy and Climate change has opted to invest on new nuclear energy, while opposing EU binding 
targets for renewable energy production (#). On the other hand, energy infrastructure in Poland not only is more adapted coal, but 
also that industrial sector is also a major contributor of jobs.  
71 Kreppel and Hix, 2003; Bickman et al., 1985 
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In this regard, it is important to note a difference between the specificity of legislation in the US, 

and in Europe, the more flexible and gradualist way of defining a legislative focus. While in the 

United States, Congressional bills fastidiously describe means, methods, financial allocation, and 

specific outcomes, in the EU, decision-making can often be guided by non-binding flagship pro-

grams (e.g. Lisbon Strategy and Europe 2020), targets can be subject to renegotiation while 

budgets can periodically change (e.g. policy streamlining), and implementation can vary locally 

due to the principle of subsidiarity. In the case of the EU, priorities can often be worked into 

flagship strategies and multiple financial incentive mechanisms72 which are cyclically subject to 

revision and renegotiation. In addition, this adherence to procedural routines, codified institu-

tional interactions, and the lengthy alignment of positions support a more predictable policy en-

vironment: an agenda item only becomes publicized after thorough negotiations. 

In the United States, fragmentation of power and ideological polarization of climate change (Pew 

2015; Gallup, 201473) act as catalyzers for controversy. Contrasting with the procedural formal-

ism of inter-institutional relationships in the EU and a stable administrative system, in the United 

States regulatory policy is exposed to the push-and-pull of political-partisan combat. This not 

only creates obstacles for legislative expediency, it compounds difficulties in terms of high-level 

personnel turnover and exposure of the administration to the fragmentation of political power. 

When, as in the case of the 110th Congressional session and the Obama Administration, support 

for climate action is divided along ideological lines (Gallup, 2015), adversarial politics rises to 

its apex. Pushed by competition, administrators are constantly pressed into a defensive position – 

driving agencies into an indefatigable exercise of data collection in order to improve the evi-

dence base for multiple scenarios and provide more accurate cost-benefit ratios.  

On the contrary, the blend of executive and legislative responsibility in the EU and in national 

parliamentary systems (e.g. Germany, Spain, UK, France) not only emboldens the executive to 

                                                             
72From the Regional Development Fund, to the European Social Fund and the European Research Framework programs; and the 
strategy policy streamlining pursued by DG CLIMA 
73 Dungan, A., (April 22, 2015), Conservative Republicans Alone on Global Warming's Timing, 
http://www.gallup.com/poll/182807/conservative-republicans-alone-global-warming-
timing.aspx?utm_source=CATEGORY_CLIMATE_CHANGE&utmandutm_medium=topic&utmandutm_campaign=tiles 
Gallup, retrieved from: http://www.gallup.com/poll/182807/conservative-republicans-alone-global-warming-
timing.aspx?utm_source=CATEGORY_CLIMATE_CHANGE&utm_medium=topic&utm_campaign=tiles ; Gallup, Climate 
Change, http://www.gallup.com/topic/category_climate_change.aspx ; Motel, S., (September 23, 2014), “Polls show most Amer-
icans believe in climate change, but give it low priority,”,”, Pew Research Center; Retrieved from:  
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/09/23/most-americans-believe-in-climate-change-but-give-it-low-priority/ 
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lead policy, but also protects the administration from charges of politicization – while assuring a 

consistent rhetoric or the waning of competing ideas. The absence of legislative-executive com-

petition has a two-fold effect: 1) the change of executive and parliamentary composition reduces 

the potential for post-legislative control, and 2) this obstructs pressure for both judicial and pro-

cedural controls on the bureaucracy74. As such, not only is the Commission safeguarded from 

direct pressures for policy change expressed on national elections; but also, its degree of admin-

istrative independence promotes the ascendancy of a technical definition of climate change.  

Through lengthy and secluded processes, the Commission is able to mediate between institutions, 

promote confidential consultations, and arbitrate between national governments and private in-

terests. These processes frame the co-production of consensus detected in the case of EU climate 

policy. By making policy seem technical and exclusively regulatory in nature, the potential for 

controversy is reduced. Yet, in spite of this technical approach, EU climate change policy also 

possesses clear political dimensions revealed in the need for support from Parliament and Coun-

cil. Specifically, the Commission approaches climate change with more than a scientific angle, it 

defines the relevance of policy as an economic strategy, a matter of political will, as well as “the 

right thing to do” (Hedegaard, 201075).  

Such desiderata would be unthinkable in the case of the American administration (e.g. executive 

agencies such as the EPA). The power that the idea of accountability holds in the US system of 

government has given ample room both for Congressional challenge and judicial review. As such, 

administrators are pushed into defensive positions leading to the consequent need to build on the 

evidence base and reduce uncertainty. Under the vigilance of systematic checks and balances, 

and framed by the adversarial relationship between Congress and the President76, executive 

agencies are pushed into affirming their objectivity and communicating advice though measura-

ble facts. This not only amplifies the problem of knowledge integration in policy, but also pro-

motes a “wait and see” attitude. In this context, inaction results not only from institutional dis-

trust and competition, but also from the notion that risks and uncertainty can be addressed by 

                                                             
74 Brickman et al., 1985 discuss a similar effect regarding the case of chemical regulatory policy in the US, France, the UK and 
Germany.  
75  “It is a goal we can reach together provided we have the political will”, Connie Hedegaard, Speech, 26/04/2010, 
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-10-182_en.htm   
76 Despite in-built adversarialism, as well as checks and balances, the political polarization of both the different branches of 
American government and of the bi-partisan system is a relatively new phenomenon of American political life, (Dunlap and 
McCright, 2008) 
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pursuing the compilation of more data and superior records. Consequently, decision-making is 

delayed until more complete data is able to fill knowledge gaps, reduce the plasticity of policy 

options, and curtail inductive risks.  

In sum, the two different institutional histories, administrative structures, and constitutional edi-

fices of the US and EU promote distinctive styles of decision-making. Although the same induc-

tive risks and uncertainty riddle climate change policy in both contexts, EC officials are able to 

take more liberties and address uncertainty. Statements like “[w]e do not have to wait for more 

reports to do the right thing” declared by Connie Hedegaard in the UN Climate Conference in 

Doha (2012), cannot find an equal platform in the context of the American administration. While 

European bureaucracies have traditionally been shielded from changing political tides and from 

providing exhaustive justifications to the public, in the US executive agencies are forced to sub-

stantiate, prove, and collect more data. In line with Porter (1995), the European tradition of cen-

tralized decision-making delegates judgment in specialists and trusts that these élites will decide 

well. Conversely, in the American tradition, demonstration, quantification, and proof are essen-

tial to establish the legitimacy of comprehensive action. This configures two disparate civic epis-

temologies about evidence, and political cultures of delegation and centralization. On the EU 

side, legitimacy is derived from the marriage of technical competence and political willingness, 

while in the US, the ambition to legislate in response to popular needs clashes with an ingrained 

distrust of central government. With the leveling effect of the populist ethos, the emergence of 

multiple interpretations is not only legitimized, the use of evidence also consecrates their validity.   

5.1.2. Science and Politics: Uncertainty, Opportunity, and Moral Obligation 
In the Washington Post edition of April 5, 2015 a thesis was advanced about a shift occurring in 

how the climate policy debate is framed in America. Departing from the assumption of a change 

in partisan denials, the article suggested the evidence of climate change should no longer be ig-

nored. However, the peace sign came with a major trade-off. Ending the public debate on “the 

science” of climate change would not solve the current polarization, but only shift its center of 

gravity from science to politics.	   The problem highlighted focused on assertions made by the 

Presidential candidate Senator Ted Cruz on April 1, 2015. According to the piece, the Republi-

can Party had once embraced a fight the science debate: not only did they refuse to accept main-

stream science and the dominant scientific consensus, but also they were proficient fact users. In 
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this specific instance, Cruz used satellite data to support his claim that “for the last 17 years, 

there’s been zero warming. None whatsoever” (WP, 04/01/201577). Regardless of whether 17 

years of satellite data is enough to back such a claim, whether this data constitutes the best means 

for such a measurement, or even if it is fair to focus on an abnormally warm year 17 years ago; 

in politics what seems to be is. At this instance, Cruz is not merely denying the scientific consen-

sus; he is fighting science with something that also passes for science. Resorting to the same ob-

jects, tools, and instruments of scientific analysis, Cruz seemingly defeated mainstream science 

at its own game. And, because these claims look just like science, the pivotal notion of consensus 

is rendered obsolete. The mere existence of other data, and other opinions, disproves it. 

On the other side of the American political spectrum, Congressional Democrats and President 

Obama hold diametrically opposite positions. President Obama has in his 2015 State of the Un-

ion Address criticized the “I’m not a scientist”78 position adopted by many republicans (NYT, 

10/30/2014)79. Yet, in setting the case for action in the President’s Climate Change Plan (2013), 

policy is portrayed in ampler terms: as a “moral obligation”, part of  “sustainable long-term tra-

jectory” and as an opportunity for ingenuity and for “creating new jobs, building new industries” 

(p.4). It is a time “uniquely suited for America’s strengths. Our scientists will design fuels, and 

our farmers will grow them” (p. 5).  

Although the intent to demonstrate that policies are based on evidence80 is manifest, the Plan an-

chors its political rhetoric on more than sound science. This tactic is common among proponents 

of a pro-active policy approach also in the EU – although the use of specific scientific arguments 

                                                             
77 Mooney, C., (March 24, 2015), Ted Cruz says satellite data show the globe isn’t warming. This satellite scientist feels other-
wise”, Washington Post, March 24, retrieved from: http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-
environment/wp/2015/03/24/ted-cruz-says-satellite-data-show-the-globe-isnt-warming-this-satellite-scientist-feels-otherwise/ ; 
Mooney, C., (April 7, 2015), What will happen after people stop ignoring the evidence on climate change, The Washington Post, 
April 7, 2015  retrieved from: http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2015/04/07/what-will-happen-
after-people-stop-ignoring-the-evidence-on-climate-change/ 
78 “I’ve heard some folks try to dodge the evidence by saying they’re not scientists; that we don’t have enough information to 
act.  Well, I’m not a scientist, either.  But you know what, I know a lot of really good scientists at NASA, and at NOAA, and at 
our major universities”78 (White House, 01/20/2015) 
79 NYT, OCT. 30, 2014,Davenport, C., ( 30 October, 2014), Why Republicans Keep Telling Everyone They’re Not Scientists, 
The New York Times, retrieved from: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/31/us/why-republicans-keep-telling-everyone-theyre-not-
scientists.html?_r=0 ; Leber, R., (January 30, 2015), Warning to the 2016 GOP Field: "I'm Not a Scientist" Is a Recipe for Disas-
ter, The New Republic, retrieved from: http://www.newrepublic.com/article/120902/voters-wont-accept-im-not-scientist-gop-
2016	  
80 “So climate change can no longer be denied.  It can’t be edited out.  It can’t be omitted from the conversation.  And action can 
no longer be delayed.  And that’s why I’ve committed the United States to lead the world in combatting this threat”. The White 
House, (April 22, 2015), Remarks by the President on the Impacts of Climate Change, April 22, 2015The White House, Retrieved 
from: https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/04/22/remarks-president-impacts-climate-change 
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differs from their counterparts. In this respect, advocates of a pro-active climate change policy-

making use the soundness of science to substantiate their view about the timeliness of action. Yet, 

their arguments also contain specific value judgments: while Hedegaard states that “we do not 

need more reports to do the right thing” (2012), President Obama talks about the moral responsi-

bility to future generations – appealing to an argument that is both evidence-based and ethically 

sensible. As such, ethics and a principled deliberation on the values that inform communal life 

are used to substantiate the rationale for policy and close inductive gaps. This logic is exempli-

fied in Obama’s second inaugural address81:  
We, the people, still believe that our obligations as Americans are not just to ourselves, but to 
posterity. We will respond to the threat of climate change, knowing that failure to do so would 
betray our children and future generations. Some may still deny the overwhelming judgment of 
science, but none can avoid the devastating impact of raging fires and crippling drought and 
more powerful storms (President Obama, 2012) 

In line with this approach, supporters of climate action on both sides of the Atlantic resort to sci-

entific facts as a means to supplement and advance a given problem-solution nexus. By forming 

an alliance between scientific facts and the political dimension of climate policy, advocates per-

form two different functions. On the one hand, they conform to Ezrahi’s expectations of an attes-

tive culture, or Boswell’s (2009) norms of expected appropriate behavior82. Although the range 

of specific arguments deployed can reveal some malleability and context dependence83, these 

necessary argumentative adaptations are nevertheless accommodated by Jasanoff’s co-

production framework. Specifically, they reveal the different civic epistemologies theorized, or 

more specifically, the specific ways polities have to vet scientific expertise and use evidence to 

deliberate on collective problems.   

While proving the reality of climate change as a policy problem through the authority of science, 

policymakers assert the legitimacy and importance of the solutions proposed. In this context, the 

urgency for action on climate change is framed within a political and collective context. It con-

cerns everyone, not only some in the immediate short-term, but also future generations. Here, 

Hulme’s criticism of the hegemony of a technical definition of climate change is neither fully 

                                                             
81  Inaugural Address by President Barack Obama, January 21, 2013, https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-
office/2013/01/21/inaugural-address-president-barack-obama 
82 The assimilation of scientific rationality overturned habits of blind deference and democratized the public sphere – and with it 
broad range of social, economic and political aspirations. Conversely, while “science spoke truth to power…power listened of 
necessity, to defend and demonstrate its own right to rule” (Jasanoff, 2010, p. 1). 
83 E.g. the EU tend to emphasize the importance of energy efficiency, difficult geo-strategic relations with Russia (a major energy 
supplier), and the pivotal importance of the EU Common Market for Energy.  
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accurate, nor entirely fair. In part, because as it is noted, predominantly opponents of climate 

change policy tend to stress scientific uncertainty and equivocate on the risks of a pro-active 

stance84. Secondly, although advocates of climate change policy do emphasize the soundness of 

their factual basis, arguments for policy also stress the social, political, cultural and economic 

repercussions of changes in the climate. This is particularly noticeable in the emphasis given to 

“doing the right thing,” and promoting a new paradigm of wealth and economic growth as the 

EU and President Obama articulate it. 

This same conclusion was reached after the analysis of EU policy documents and speeches. In 

spite of Barroso, Hedegaard and Cañete’s mentioning that measures are “in line with science”85, 

the importance of climate change policy is also articulated via economic and political arguments. 

That is, more than basing their argumentation on the scientific consensus as a trump card against 

dissent, EU policymakers treat climate change policy as both a challenge that “disrupts societies, 

undermines development and destroys our global commons”; and as “an opportunity to reinvent 

our economies in a cleaner, greener, leaner and more efficient way” (Barroso, 201486). In the 

analysis of multiple speeches made by Barroso, Hedegaard, and Cañete, it was systematically 

articulated that European climate change policy should encompass more than scientific facts. 

Although it was always adamantly expressed that the science was clear (Cañete, 2015), overall 

economic considerations trumped scientific arguments. This is exemplified in the UN Climate 

Change Conference at Doha (2012) where Hedegaard stated:  

We do not have to wait for more reports to do the right thing. What we need now is progress. 
Progress on our common journey to a world with a stable climate and equitable access to sus-
tainable development. Our people expect it. Our economies need it. Our planet craves it. 

Subsequently, this sentiment was reiterated by Hedegaard’s successor, Miguel Arias Cañete87: 
Science has once again made the case clear, and the spotlight is now on us as policymakers. 
That's why in Europe we have done our homework by adopting ambitious 2030 targets. Now 
our global partners must follow suit and step up to the plate. Next month's climate talks in Lima 
must see all the countries make joint headway towards a new global agreement in Paris. The 
science is clear. The time to act is now. (Cañete, 2014) 

                                                             
84 Although both Republican and Democrats have politicized the debate and adhered to the linear model, pro-climate policy ad-
vocates tend to emphasize much more than the evidence.  
85 EU Climate Action and Energy Commissioner Miguel Arias Cañete: "The science is clear. The time to act is now",03/11/2014,   
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/news/articles/news_2014110301_en.htm 
86  José Manuel Durão Barroso 2014 UN Climate Summit, 23.09.2014 –-- United Nations, New York, http://eu-
un.europa.eu/articles/en/article_15491_en.htm 
87 EU Climate Action and Energy Commissioner Miguel Arias Cañete: "The science is clear. The time to act is now", 03/11/2014, 
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/news/articles/news_2014110301_en.htm 
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The primacy of economic arguments can be understood within the context of the economic and 

monetary crisis in Europe. Indeed, the Commission strategy documents (e.g. EU 20-20-20), as 

well as both Hedegaard’s, Barroso’s, and Cañete’s statements demonstrate a constant concern 

with underplaying the notion of a trade-off between economic growth and climate change policy. 

At the UN Climate Conference in Durban, Hedegaard stressed that: “[i]t is not so that the Cli-

mate Change crisis disappeared just because we were busy handling the economic crisis. Every 

week now we get new reports telling us how urgent it is to get our act together. And we do not 

even need to get all these reports” (Durban, 2011). With the ultimate strategic goal of “decou-

pling economic growth from resource and energy use…while enhancing competitiveness” all 

throughout her four years of mandate, the EU’s Climate Action Commissioner systematically 

asserted that reducing GHG emissions was a “goal we can reach together provided we have the 

political will” (Hedegaard, 2010, emphasis added). Barroso also echoed similar sentiments in 

2014 at the UN Climate Summit in New York:  
“This ambition [the EU’s policy goals on climate change] is paying off. The EU is on track to 
meet its targets. At the same time we have seen our economy grow. Since 1990, Europe's 
greenhouse gas emissions have fallen by 19% while our GDP rose by 45%. So we prove that 
climate protection and a strong economy can and must, go hand in hand.” (Barroso, 2014) 

These debates highlight the malleability and the plurality of ideas that can be attached both to 

climate change as well as to respective policy measures addressing it. As noted above, science 

can serve multiple purposes. Those aiming for a pro-active policy response support the consen-

sus among scientists and use it as a baseline assumption to build a case about its importance for 

ethical and economic reasons. In other words, the fulcrum of the persuasive arguments used by 

pro-climate policy advocates hinges on ethics, not necessarily on science. 

5.1.3. Echo Chambers and Proxy Debates: Politics and Climate Change Policy 
The arguments presented above reveal the peculiar position occupied by scientific evidence in 

persuasive political argumentation. While proponents of climate action support the idea of a sci-

entific consensus, the range of arguments used to promote their viewpoint seems to rely mostly 

on aspects of value-laden argumentation. Taking the soundness of science as a principal point of 

departure, climate policy advocates seem more likely to adopt a precautionary attitude. By defin-

ing risk as the consequence of pro-status quo policy inaction, and correlating uncertainty with the 

inability to launch mitigation and adaptation efforts, pro-climate decision-makers value being 
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safe over being sorry. On the opposite side, challengers of climate change policy tend to define 

risks through a loss of competitive advantage and a necessarily negative economic trade-offs.  

Pro-laissez faire policymakers88 align their arguments along two main lines. On the one hand, 

they emphasize scientific uncertainty. On the other hand, they explore the negative trade-offs of 

a pro-active climate policy stance89. Although the preference for no governmental interference is 

understandable from an ideological point of view, it is nonetheless problematic to dress a politi-

cal debate with the appearance of a scientific dispute. Indeed, it is this mischaracterization 

through a proxy debate that scientizes politics, and conceals disputes about de facto competing 

worldviews. This resource to a scientific smokescreen creates both some cognitive dissonance 

and public echo chambers of confirmation bias. Arising from the enduring appeal of the linear 

model, it seems counter-intuitive that, rather than solving them, science has aggravated political 

controversies (Sarewitz, 2004). But this mismatch entails an unintended consequence of the in-

strumentalist ethos. Trusting that evidence could be directly transposed from the lab to address 

problems of collective action, the role of political argumentation, democratic deliberation, and 

competition have been excluded from examinations of the science-policy interface. In this re-

spect, future research ought to ask whether all information is equal, or if, conversely, the use of 

scientific knowledge in political argumentation is “politically special”. Still, this constellation of 

factors helps explain the divisiveness of climate change debates. While scientific uncertainty has 

acted as a smokescreen for political uncertainty and distrust, unrealistic public expectations 

about the role of scientists and the ability of science to deliver simple “yes” or “no” solutions has 

increased. 

Given these arguments, public and political deliberations about climate change appear enclosed 

in some confusion. Partly owed to a blend between political and scientific uncertainty and the 

adherence to the linear model, the positions of anti-climate policy advocates seem to rest just as 

much – if not more – on scientific evidence90 (Akerlof et al., 2012). Much like the scientific 

mainstream, opponents of climate change policy also resort to the use of statistics, models and 
                                                             
88 e.g. national Parties in the EU with low political representation in the EU, and a majority of Republican representatives in the 
US Congress 
89 I'm a skeptic. I'm not a scientist. I think the science has been politicized. I would be very wary of hollowing out our industrial 
base even further... It may be only partially man-made. It may not be warming by the way. The last six years we've actually had 
mean temperatures that are cooler. (Jeb Bush, 2009) 1 Jeb Bush: The Future of the Republican Party, July 8, 2009 
http://www.esquire.com/news-politics/a6027/jeb-bush-interview-0809/ 

90 For a more detailed discussion of this issue see Akerlof et al., 2012 
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graphical depictions to substantiate their positions91. As demonstrated by the ideological rift de-

tected in public opinion polls (Pew Research Center, 201592), this tactic ultimately seems to 

eclipse the desired hallmark of public debate in a democratic society: transparency and informed 

deliberation. By failing to portray the political, economic and even moral dimension of decision-

making in public policy, the primacy of technical arguments attributes the onus of inaction to 

science, not policymakers and their lack of political will. This not only fails to capture the public 

nature of climate change as a policy problem, it insists on asking the wrong questions and advo-

cate for the incomplete solutions93. As a consequence, climate becomes perpetually construed as 

an unsettled scientific phenomenon. This view presents two main problems: on the one hand, it 

conceals the political dimension of policymaking; and on the other, it fosters an erroneous idea 

of science as able to provide unequivocal, universal answers, and attain Cartesian certainty.    

5.2. The Co-Production of Consensus and Controversy 

Immediately, the institutional differences between the US and EU appear as the principal factors 

explaining their divergence in policy outputs. Yet, although these distinctions are a necessary 

condition to understand the variation in terms of climate policy outputs, alone they cannot pro-

vide a sufficiently comprehensive explanation of the discrepancies found. The analysis of other 

comparative studies of science-based policy quandaries reveals that, notwithstanding their im-

portance, institutions alone cannot pre-determine the science-policy rapport. On other occasions, 

the EU and US have demonstrated the same policy outputs (albeit not the same process) in spite 

of different institutions (Brickman et al., 1985) and even polar opposite results. In Designs on 

Nature (Jasanoff, 2005), Jasanoff shows that despite institutional differences, regulation of bio-

technology was less divisive and more science-based in the US, while the topic was much more 

controversial in the EU.   

These accounts raise important questions about the assumed linear relationship between expert 

advice and science-based policymaking. Without denying the significance that administrative 

structures and governance systems have in shaping different discourses and policy decisions, 

                                                             
91 See paragraph 5.1.2. page 52 above containing the discussion about Senator Ted Cruz, p. X# 
92Pew Research Center, January, 2015, Public And Scientists’ Views On Science And Society, Chapter 3: Attitudes and Beliefs 
on Science and Technology Topics, Pew Research Center, http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/01/29/chapter-3-attitudes-and-
beliefs-on-science-and-technology-topics/ 
93The two deficit theses: 1) the Ivory tower deficit, which diagnoses discord as a problem of scientific ineptitude to communicate 
“the science” to “the public”; and 2) the public literacy deficit, which emphasizes a lack of public scientific literacy as the cause. 
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STS scholarship demonstrates that although these may be necessary, they are not sufficient to 

fully explain the divergence in approaches and policy outputs between the US and the EU. Add-

ing to the traditional foci of political analysis, elements such as political culture, historical ante-

cedents, and social trust reveal important in the management of scientific uncertainty and induc-

tive risks. By understanding science as part of a political process, STS scholarship demystifies 

the idea of normal or basic science that stands at the foundation of the linear model. Studying the 

political dimensions of scientific knowledge provides insight into how evidence can be trans-

formed by policy relevant exercises of selection interpretation, and translation of evidence. Addi-

tionally, this can add more explanatory depth to accounts of international environmental policy 

and how/why policymakers may choose to act in spite of imperfect information (Dimitrov, 2006). 

By providing a vantage point into the political dimensions of controversy and scientific uncer-

tainty, Jasanoff’s co-production framework (2005; 2004) also helps explain the variability in 

modes of risk assessment. While privileging the role of administrative structures, this framework 

extends its ambitions to the contextual understanding of political and deliberative processes used 

to frame and “acquire communal knowledge for purposes of collective action” (Jasanoff, 2005, 

p.8). As a consequence, controversy and consensus result not only from processes of technical or 

scientific definition, but also from underlying conditions of social trust that are co-produced 

within the polity and its political culture. Therefore, consensus and controversy are not seen as 

undisputed scientific facts, but as the result of the political ability – or inability – to find a com-

mon denominator and agree on a common range of policy options. These underlying judgments 

about the trustworthiness of existing institutional and political arrangements assist policymakers 

in coping with uncertainty. Conversely, confronting environmental controversies entails the abil-

ity to shift focus away from technical uncertainty, foment trust, and find common ground94 – a 

factor that set the EU’s democratic deficit apart from the US style of populist deliberation. 

Indeed, in addition to their different administrative apparatuses, these were the conditions found 

in the analysis that set the EU apart from the US. Although EU governance is associated with its 

technocratic system of supranational administration, European citizens and institutions are not 

intrinsically more pro-science than their American counterparts. Instead, it is more suitable to see 
                                                             
94 “In environmental…controversies, a decrease the plasticity of policy options which coincides with a reduction in perceived 
scientific and technical uncertainty” (Jasanoff, 1998, p. 71).  
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institutions as propitious scaffoldings, rather than determinants. Technocratic governance pro-

duces a set of conditions that assist the co-production of a consensus about climate change policy 

defined from the top-down. The supranational delegation of policy responsibility implies that 

before the Commission can advance with implementation and policy/budget streamlining, 28 

representatives from national governments in the Council and Parliament have already assented 

to a common core of measures. In other words, before the EU bureaucracy can enter into stage, 

major political work has already been done to delineate points of confluence – which configures 

the fundamental political dimension of climate change policy. Yet, rather than entailing fastidi-

ous public debates, political backing of climate change policies is performed behind closed doors 

by diplomats and through high-level negotiations – hence, the ultimate “usefulness” of the EU’s 

democratic deficit for climate change policy. This allows national governments to deflect the re-

sponsibility of unpopular measures to EU institutions, while anti-climate change policy discours-

es become dispersed between multiple national realities, languages, and quarrels. 

Conversely, in the US populist case, two major forces join to co-produce controversy. On the one 

hand, the tendency to regard all viewpoints as equally valid creates a scientific cacophony. Eager 

to mobilize evidence to support ideological viewpoints, the ability to distinguish between better 

and worse, more and less appropriate sources of data is often disconsidered. The aspiration to 

legitimize personal opinions and transcend the sphere of political judgment leads to a scientiza-

tion of the debate. The use of evidence to support a preferred course of action not only muddles 

the debate, it also perpetuates the physical definition of climate as a purely scientific phenome-

non. This both refracts the responsibility for inaction away from political delegates, and fails to 

recognize that policymakers often decide with incomplete information (taking inductive risks). 

This further perpetuates simplistic ideals of science in a democratic society while failing to ac-

count for the indeterminate, iterative, and linear95 nature of scientific knowledge. Additionally, it 

also leads to important questions about the potential and limitations of evidence-based policy. 

Can science be used to settle value-laden conflicts and rise above the imprimatur of personal be-

liefs and inclinations?  

                                                             
95 Science produces ampliative knowledge. i.e. ever-developing body of empirical knowledge inescapably uncertain. In other 
words, neither is Cartesian certainty a possibility for scientific knowledge, nor will a fully comprehensive account of potential 
scenarios ever be attained. Despite that policymakers are called to deliberate and decide. 
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The second major force behind the co-production of controversy in American climate change 

debates stems from this confusion of domains. While climate change is a complex scientific is-

sue, as a policy problem it possesses both a political and social dimension. Effectively, the ten-

dency to emphasize the scientific uncertainty and unintended consequences of policy action, rep-

resent proxy political debates about competing interpretations of society and rival value systems. 

While, in addition, the influence of the US bipartisan system further accentuates differences96. 

These debates reflect a tendency to politicize science – displayed by Republicans and Democrats 

alike. Indeed, above all, arguing about the science underplays the level of public discord, ideo-

logical polarization, and political unwillingness that surrounds climate change. It misconstrues 

debates where interlocutors try to settle not just the de facto existence and causal edifice of cli-

mate change; but also its significance on a personal level, in terms of quotidian implications, as 

well as both short and long-term consequences – questions that science can help illuminate, but 

not solve. 

While populism has not necessarily been able to unite or embolden the people (Lahsen, 2005) 

nationally, the bottom-up dynamic of State-level initiatives has provided new fora for popular 

representation. This configures a paradox of populism. While the populist prima facie equality 

among participants has dispersed the spectrum of opinions, thus making it harder to find com-

mon ground on a national level, city and state level initiatives preserve some degree of popular 

representation. To some extent, although it can be inferred that propitious institutions facilitate 

these outcomes, overall, the affirmation of a political dimension, the ability to form political coa-

litions and sustain political willingness, appear as the factors that set the EU apart from the US.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                             
96 Conversely, in Europe political systems are more po 
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6. Recommendations and Future Research 
Among the various possible angles of analysis, this essay focused on comparing climate policy 

outputs in the EU and the US by concentrating on their particular institutional configurations and 

the respective science-policy interactions propitiated. These specific conditions provided the un-

derlying scaffoldings facilitating the co-production of controversy and consensus. However, 

adopting this approach implied necessary trade-offs. Firstly, the comparison on two polities – a 

country and a union of 28 countries – favored setting the focal point of analysis onto the macro 

level of analysis. As such, while this essay focused on major initiatives and overarching policy 

measures, it did not focus on the internal processes behind their formation. Specifically, issues 

that pertain to the internal mechanics of the policy process i.e. agenda setting, decision-making, 

and implementation were not explored in detail. However, these topics remain not only worthy 

avenues for further research to explore, but also present persistent knowledge gaps. 

In addition, it is seen as an urgent and worthy effort for future research agendas to focus 

on the evidential basis of climate policy outputs, and analyze the science-policy-politics interface 

during the policy formation and decision-making phase. As such, it is important to consider new 

analytical tools that can allow a more layered understanding of the types of information being 

exchanged by policy actors – scientific and other – and their respective use in persuasive argu-

mentation. This requires continued research efforts into how evidence is used in policy-making 

and the extent to which it influences political decision-making. This implies not only new modes 

of thinking about the science-policy interaction, but also, and above all, a sustained effort to offer 

more robust conceptual alternatives to the linear model. These possibilities entail ontological and 

epistemological shifts in public policy theories away from agent-based frameworks, towards 

more information and theme/agenda-based theories. These changes consecrate the abandonment 

of grand theory and require a move towards a more domain-based paradigm of theory making in 

the social sciences – implying both complex and lengthy processes of methodological and con-

ceptual transformation. 

Secondly, the “wicked” nature of climate change, while accommodating both diverse 

frameworks as well as disciplinary approaches, requires rigorous demarcations and analytical 

choices. For instance, the option to adopt a comparative case study design only permitted brief 

references to additional factors of import. In the case of the EU, further details found especially 
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at the meso- and micro-level emphasize the importance of the number of political parties in the 

national political-partisan spectrum. Contrasting to the rotational bipartisan system of the US, in 

the EU member state countries governing often implies reaching multi-party coalition compro-

mises. Conversely, in the US, not only is there an inbuilt degree of adversarialism, but there is 

also a relatively more recent phenomenon of increasing polarization that further exacerbates the 

dynamic of the policy process. In addition, the study of other important variables deserves persis-

tent investigation. It is timely to develop a better understanding of the links between lobbying 

groups and political representatives, of the contexts and sites of knowledge production of climate 

evidence, as well as a better grasp of the influence of industrial and economic interests in climate 

change policy.  

Supplementary research efforts need to further focus on adding to the knowledge of fac-

tors that explain internal policy variation both within the EU and the US. This includes setting 

focus on factors that account for the coordination of political cycles, geopolitical developments. 

This would allow the acquisition of more detailed knowledge on the evolving political relevance 

of climate change policies, and situate them both within an ideological and economic context. 

Moreover, a lacuna of this essay to be considered by forthcoming research concerns transfor-

mations of the resource basis, issues of energy security, as well as historical patterns of economic 

performance and industrial production.  

Although delimitations are crucial for the purposes of analytical consistency, the complex, 

interconnected, and open-ended nature of climate policy-debates entails choices. By virtue of its 

chosen focus, this exercise is designed to illuminate especially on part of the problem at hand. As 

such, it cannot set claim from comprehensiveness, but only completeness within a well-identified 

and explicit domain of analysis.  
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7. Conclusion  
Over the past decades, climate change has become a key theme of public policy debates. While 

both national governments and supranational institutions have expressed concerns about the con-

sequences of climate change, and have declared their commitment to assuaging short and long-

term consequences, the policy debate concerning what to do, how, when and why remains open. 

Overall, the preponderance of controversy in spite of the 97 percent scientific consensus (NASA, 

2010) that backs the idea of anthropogenic climate change appears counter-intuitive: how can the 

same scientific evidence receive such different interpretations of the data, or the implications of 

policy action and their respective risks and uncertainties? With the intent of closing such policy-

relevant knowledge gaps that governments enlist the contribution of science. Yet, more than pro-

nouncing unequivocal and universally valid answers, science has replied with indeterminacy, 

probabilistic knowledge, and incompleteness.    

The contribution of this essay should be understood against this backdrop. The focus was set on 

the interaction between science and politics, and how this sui generis interface was manifested in 

the approaches to climate policy adopted by the EU and the US. The entry point into the debate 

about variation in policy outputs was premised on their distinct systems of governance: the EU’s 

elitist, closed, and technocracy; and the American populist, participatory and bottom-up ethos. 

After the analysis of policy documents and legislative mapping, the pivotal findings accentuate 

not the technical or scientific nature of the disagreements, but their value-laden political dimen-

sion. It is against this background that the specific institutional structures, constitutional norms, 

and systems of government assist in the co-production of consensus and controversy.  

However, while these institutional configurations represent a necessary explanatory condition, 

alone they cannot sufficiently account for the variation in climate policy approaches and outputs. 

Rather than evidence, political will, the ability to identify points of confluence and to form polit-

ical coalitions – thereby reducing the plasticity of policy options and settling the meaning of cli-

mate – can foment social trust both in an in between political delegates. Without this political 

backing, risks are likely to remain misconstrued as a consequence of scientific indeterminacy.  

In other words, while different governmental structures have a decisive role in shaping the dis-

tinctive discourses and policy decisions, alone they cannot determine but only propitiate these 

results. In this respect, the imposing 97 percent consensus among scientists is a somewhat lim-
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ited measure of confluence. Namely, it is important to emphasize that consensus represents a 

measure of central tendency, not an indicator of absolute unanimity. Along these lines, it is also 

necessary to clarify the debate about the science-policy interface by problematizing science in a 

three-fold manner. Firstly, it is necessary to complicate the view of science as a unitary monolith, 

by acknowledging the different, but equally valid contributions of specific disciplinary ap-

proaches. Secondly, we need to recognize that science and evidence-based policy are not the 

same thing; and that deliberating on matters of evidence in public policy always implies induc-

tive risks – and therefore, making context-dependent political choices. Thirdly, while scientific 

work can further the understanding of a problem by describing the interactions between variables, 

explaining their causal relations, and predicting future outcomes, it does not prescribe specific 

policy solutions. It can assist in their definition, but it cannot determine the composition of poli-

cy. Rather, it is choosing what to prioritize, who to assist when and why, which constitutes a 

matter of political choice.  

Because the domain of science describes, and that of policy prescribes. Agreeing on the defini-

tion of climate change as a man-made problem does not imply a necessary agreement on the so-

lution. It is in these spaces where scientists, policymakers, and citizens interact that, in spite of 

the most robust scientific findings, disagreement and controversy can emerge about the implica-

tions of science both for policy and the public. That is why instrumentally using evidence to cor-

roborate personal viewpoints can be not only disingenuous, but ultimately self-defeating. On the 

one side, simply citing facts does not suffice. A more informed deliberative process requires the 

capacity to distinguish between sources of knowledge, their soundness, and appropriateness to 

elucidate the issue at hand. On the other side, because debating subjective personal beliefs in 

parallel to the interpretation of scientific evidence produces two fundamentally different conver-

sations. While the knowledge of experts may be sought to inform decision-making on technically 

complex political matters such as climate change, deciding on a policy design and what measures 

to adopt requires making political choices – and inevitably taking inductive risks. In complex 

science-based policy areas, bridging these knowledge gaps requires the contribution of evidence. 

Yet, a reduction in scientific uncertainty cannot alone reduce the level of political uncertainty. 

Although decision-making can benefit from the contribution of scientific knowledge, deciding is 

a political affair. 
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